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Gentlemen:
In accordance with our agreement, we are pleased
to submit to your Committee of Engineers our report on
the Long Range Expansion Program of the City of West
Palm Beach and the Vvest Palm Beach Water Company.
The area studied is no\v popularly known as the "Westward Expansion Area.''
The potentialitic s of the area are both unique and
cutstanding. Consistent adherance to the basic principles
and standards recomn1~nded in the long-range development plan can assure maximuzn benefits.
Throughout this assignment, we have received the
most helpful cooperation from local officials,) corporations,
and individual citizens. VIe particularly wish to acknowledge
the very excellent assistance given by your Committee of
Engineers. Like·wise, we wish to express our appreciation
to Gee and Jenson .. V/est F alm Beach, Florida, Engineering
Consultants, and to Roy \Venzlick and Company, St. Louis,
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INTRGDUCTION
The Palm Beach Area was one of the early resort developments along
the east coast of Florida and has long been recognized as an outstanding
resort community. Much of the present development was influenced by
policies and practices prevailing in the early part of the twentieth century.
Consequently, while West Palm Beach has outstanding characteristics and
advantages, it also has many of the problems confronting other American
communities, such as vehicular congestion, inadequate parking, intermingling of land uses, and blighted residential districts.
The majority of these problems can be gradually solved by consistent
adherence to a modern planning, improvement and redevelopment program.
While this requires expenditure of time and funds, it is the only course
available to nearly all American communities. The improved living conditions fully justify the efforts required by this procedure, and, in fact, there
is no alternative.
The need for planning and improvements prevails in V/est Palm
Beach to about the same exteEt as it does in other American cities. However, the Palm Beach .Pl..rea p(".J ssesses an unusual opportunity for future
expansion that is rarely, if e /2r, available to other urban areas. Within
1,600 feet of the center of t~:·· t·. :eta in business district is the eastern boundary of an area comprising :;:.1~.0:.- e than 4,500 acres and adjoining present
development within the cHy tor more than three miles in a north- south
direction. The tract contc..ii"".i.s two large lakes, but is otherwise vacant and
almost completely unplatted. More than 3,500 acres can be made available
for urban development. Of particular importance is the fact that practically
all of the area is under a single ownership. The West Palm Beach Water
Company has acquired and held the property for many years as a surface
catchment area and for the protection of the terminal storage of its water
system.
Drainage, dredging and grading are required to make much of the
area available for urban development, but these are normal practices in
much of the urban development along Florida's East Coast. The city has
an unsurpassed opportunity to accommodate much of its future growth in
an area that can be planned, using modern standards_, without any restricting influences of existing development or platting_, and under single, rather
than diverse and conflictingJI ownership. It is such an unusual opportunity
that its many potentialities must be fully utilized.
This report upon a comprehensive study of the area is concerned
with the methods whereby the City of West Palm Beach and the vVest Palm
Beach "'\/Vater Company cnn se~,Jre +l:J_a m::txi!:nuM "':'e~efi~s from this area

- ii which is appropriately called "The Westward Expansion Area". It contains~
(a) an analysis of economic factors affecting the Palm Beach Area, (b) peter!
tial population growth and urban development needed to accommodate the
growthJ (c) an analysis of existing community facilities within W.est-P.alm : .
Beach and the need for supplementary facilities within the new area, (d) a
discussion of the development plan for the new area and how the developme: _
can be protected in the future, and (e) a description of the physical impro t •:::·ments necessary to achieve a good urban development, and the estimated
cost and progra1nming thereof.
A major objective of the study has been to provide for a high standarc·~
of development in the new area and to coordinate this with existing develo~ : ~
ment. It has also been possible to design the development so that improve d
storage of water will be available tc the company. Thus the city, the pres'3r.
and future citizens of the entire community, and the V/ater Company, can 21''.
realize substantial advantages as the project is progressively developed.
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PAST AND PROBABLE FUTURE
ECONClVfiC BACI{GRCUND
American cities have grown because they have provided certain essential functions and services. Some cities have grown primarily because of
industrial developn1ent. Others are dominantly trade and financial centers.
Sotne, such as the communiti ~~s along the Florida east coast, have develope fl
primarily as resort centers. In large metropolitan areas, many of the
suburban towns are residential communities where the citizens who work
in another portion of the area reside. The larger communities, usually ha-v' .J
a combination of industry, retail trade and other facilities which afford
employment opportunities. It is essential to determine the factors that h2:oz.re
influenced the past growth of population in West Palm Beach and particula:;: ·: ~
to detern1ine vvhat conditions and factors will influence future growth. Thj_ ;:.
is the objective of the following analysis.
Natural Advantages
Growth in the Palm Beach area began when Henry A. Flagler selected
the site of vthat is now the Town of Palm Beach for a resort development.
The construction of a hotel aad the extension of the railroad southward f ro?'' \
Rockledge were the major factors influencing this early growth. It was a- .:.. :
the developer's desire tc ~r..aintain the Town of Palm 3each as an unusual
playground and resort =·-·:·-:- ·,vealthy wint8r visitors. Consequently, he als n
initiat~d developm8nt c ~: ·;:~. J~ present City of West Pc:.ln~. Beach so that it c t.: .-, l '· ·.
perform the utilitarian f ;:.:...!.ctions e s sentinl in urb2.n con1munitie s.
Climate and Soil
The climate of the West Palm Beach area is one of its major assets
The following data regarding temperatur e and rainfall reveals the very r ..,.;_ ·· ··•
climate and comparatively stnall amount of precipitation that occurs duri :r' f~
the winter resort season of January~ February and March.
:rv1onth

Tem.perature

Inch Rainfall

Jg,nuary
February
March
April
May
Ju11e
July
August

68.6°
68.3
71.2
75.3
77.9
81.3
82.3
82.5

2.03
1.63
3.73
2.45

4.96
7.25
6.88
8.39
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(cont.)

Month
September
October
November
December

Temperature

Inch Rainfall

82.0
78.1
72.3
68.8

10.62
8.-63

2.93
3.05

In addition to the de sir able temperature and small amount of rainfall
during the winter resort season~ the climate is also excellent for year-round
living and is particularly favorable for the raising of agricultural products
and live stock. The amount of rainfall together with sound irrigation practice s
and the long growing season as well as the range in soils from rich muck to .
fine sandy loam, is most conducive to agriculture production. Further, the
dangers of frost are very rare, with the United States Weather Bureau recor rl- .
ing only seven killing frosts in the spring and only eight in the fall over a
thirty year period.
The growing of agricultural products and livestock is further facilitate 1
by the drainage and irrigation program conducted by both the Federal Gover:l ··
ment and the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District. This program is de signed not only to facilitate rapid removal of flood water~ but als ('~
to prevent overdrainage of the land and maintain a water level that will gre a ~ :;-,T
enhance the value and productivity of the land for production of crops and
grasses.
The lower east coast of F lorida does have the danger of hurricanes
which generally occur in t b .-? ~- lOnth of September or Oc-::ober. However an ~~--'
years of experience~ the r ·":; :. ·:·,~n t s have rr1ade sub stanl i : 1 progress in red..___1.c ~. -~ ~J .
the losses of life and pror '-•:: :.y with sound p rotec ti·v e r:.t.:a.sures.
II

'..~ ransportation Facilities
The West Palm Beach area has a good system of transportation fac 51.:.>t. ;.-.
connecting with all parts of the country. T he Federal, St at e and County l:i t.:,"
ways accommodate large volumes of autos a nd t rucks. While improvem t?n ~ . :
are desirable as are discus se d later in this re p ort, the highway and stre et
system compares favorably with the systen1s in other F lorida cities.
Two important railroads serve the area, namely, the Florida Ea&t Coast
and the Seaboard Railway. Both provide passenger and freight service, the
amount of which is related to se a sonable and local demands.
The area also has the advantage of a mode r n port which is located
immediately beyond the northern city limits of \Vest P a lm B e ach. A lar ge
volume of freight passe s through this p ort with direct r a ilro a d 1novement via
car ferries operating to and from H avana, C uba. The re ar e a lso adequate
terminal facilities for private boating with ne w pier s a n d docking facilities
along the west shore of Lake Worth cont a ining e xce llent accommodations and
being located only a few minutes walki n g dista nce f r orn the center of the W e s t
Palln Beach business district.
The Palm Beach area als o has a large , modern airport. Two airlines,
namely the E astern and ~ h e J. J9. ~ io nal w h i~ h prc ~_;r -t ~~ c ':' mme rcial air SErvic 9 : :'.
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the Falm Beach area, the amount of which service is adjusted to seasonal
requirements. Bahamas Airways also operates into and out of this port.
Utilities
The area is served by water, electricity; artificial gas and telephones.
The utility service is generally adequate with the possible exception of the g:
supply during the peak winter season. The water supply is adequate for
current needs and the recommendations contained in a later section of this
report can insure an unusually large and adequate supply of potable water.
There is no reason why the other utilities can not be expanded as local grow 1
warrants. It is possible that the city may be served eventually with natural
gas which would result in substantial advantages.
In summary~ the existing natural advantages such as climate, rainfall
and soil, together with the transportation and utility facilities present no
handicaps for future growth and actually, provide rnany favorable conditions
and advantages that should encourage and facilitate more local population
increase than in many other American communities.
Tourist Trnde
The tourist trade has been a major factor in the growth and developn1.21
of the entire State of Florida and especially in the West Palm Beach area.
The Florida State Chamber of Commerce estimates that the income from
tourist trade represents one-third of the state's total income. It is, howev ~~~
difficult to compile accurate data regarding the trends in tourist trade ove r
long periods and in different sactions of the country. A major advantage of ·~
tourist business is that rnoney spent by the tourists goes directly into allno .~~
all local trade channels whereas a portion of the gross income from manufc.r:
turing or commerce, is used for savings or investment purposes.
A major characteristic of the tourist industry is its seasonable natu:- 0
In Florida, the peak season is during the winter months, and the local terr. . i:"'-'
ature and rainfall are ideal during this period. The concentration of per s~_ .c. ·:
within the area during the peak s·3ason requires extensive acconlmodation:3 2.
services which are net fully used during the balance of the year. This is
particularly true of living accommodations and utilities. It results in 4igher
costs than would be necessary with a mor e balanced usage.
Attempts are now being mad~ to attract additional summer visitors to
Florida so as to allow a more balanced use of facilities. Some progress has
been made, and there are now far more summer visitors than in earlier year
However, because of the summer climate and the absence of ocean beaches L
West Palm Beach, there is little probnblility that the summer tourist trade
will ever approach that of the winter season. Any incroase in the summer ·
tourist trade, will ·be beneficial, however, and should be encouraged.
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Tourist Attractions
The climate and beaches, particularly ocean beaches, are the major
attractions for tourists in the State of Florida. This is evidenced by the large
concentration of tourist facilities along the coast, especially in the southern
part of the State. The local area has the advantages of both of these although
West Palm Beach does not have direct ocean frontage .
The value and popularity of water front facilities is revealed by the
following data:
Analysis of Hotel Income in Palm Beach County - 1948
No. of
Guest
Rooms
Palm Beach County
Belle Glade
Delray Beach
Lake V\T orth
Palln Beach
WEST PALM BEACH

1

6,049
116
398
402
3,128
1,514

Receipts
Per Year
$9,388,000
27,000
537,000
367,000
5,649,000
1,018,000

Average
Receipts
Per Room
$1,552
233
1,349
913
1,806
672

The preceeding data clearly reveals that higher prices are obtained frcnl
facilities located along the ocean front. A similar study of Dade County,
Florida, revealed an average income per year per room in Miami Beach of
$1~470 while in the City of IV.Cia1ni, it was only $938.
The City of West Palm Beach is within very convenient driving distance
of the ocean beaches and has much frontage a long attractive Lake Worth. \Vhi le
the lake is not now available for swir.nming because of sewage pollution, th7 s
condition should be corrected in the future. The lake is intensively used ior
boating and has many attractions for tourists. The proposed in1provement C'f
the two lakes in the Vl/e stward ~.xpansion i\rca will afford additional water
attractions for tourists in the West Palm Beach area. These two lakes toge~~hE :~-
with Lake Worth are important assets as is evidenced by the tourist business
that is attracted to interior cities such as Orlando.
A second major attraction for tourists is rec!"eational activities. This
should be varied and should include active outdoor sports such as hunting 1
swimmingandgolfas well as more passive games and social activities. The
West Palm Beach area has many such facilities. Fishing and hunting opportunities are excellent, and th8re are several good golf courses in the area .. West
Palm Beach also provides a number of recreational :fa12 i.lities for tourists :. ;.~.
the public parks, especially in Flagler Park near the business district. There
is, however, a need for enlarging these activities in the future, and a large
area is needed where varied activities can be enjoyed by large groups. Dog
racing is conducted during the winter season, and the track is convenient to
the city. The city has an additional advantage in the Norton Art Gallery which.

- 5 is a popular attraction for many visitors.
A third requirement for the success of the tourist industry is an adequat~
amount of living space of the required type and character. Information was
obtained from the State H otel Commission regarding the number of tourist
accomn1odations in Palin Beach County as of January 1951, and from this and
other sources, the following data was pre pared regarding the number of
tourist accommodations in the City of West Palm Beach:

34 hotels & apartment hotels 13 motor courts -

410 apartments 640 rooming houses -

conta ining 2,065 rooms
containing 156 rooms &
136 apartments
containing 6,120 rooms (2,007 units)
containing 5,800 rooms

The city has mor e than 2} 000 rooms in hotels and apartment hotels, b ·.lt
the largest concentration of hotel rooms is in the Town of Falln B e ach.
Apartments and rooming houses provide the majority of the tourist accomnlodations in W e st Palm Beach. A number of f a cilitie s are also available in
duplexes and in garage a p artments.
Plate 1 shows the location of e xisting rental units in West Palm Beach .,
This includes only the location of any unit that is listed as being available f'"'r:
rent and does not indicate the number of units or rooms in each. The ren ta~
facilities are scattered throughout the entire city rather than concentrate d
near the business district, which reflects the large number of rooming hc~;-~.2?.
accommodating tourists. Thi s a lso indic a tes wide scattering of rental unit ::;_,
particularly duplexes. IVIotor courts or mctels are comparatively new but 21'S
becoming quite popular. The re are th irtee n motor courts within the city. ~n
1948 Palm B e ach County had a tota l of 126 motor courts providing 1,390 E·~r -=~..iJ
units, whereas Dade County then had only 116 tourist courts which provide-J.
1,674 living units.
1

Tourist accommoda tions in West Palm Beach can be generally de f:C :-:..1~-:'d
as of the m e dium class r a ther than the luxury type, but t h e r e is a wide r c.u~ r~
in types of accommodation s and in the rents du!.'ing the rsak season .
A study was made of a dve rtise m e nts of tour i st a ccommodations appen.r ing in the Sunday issues of the local paper during t' e past winter season. Tf..is
revealed a l a rge numbe r of ncc o mmodation 3 listed a s ava ilable for rent
throughout the year. Undoubte dly some of the h otel3 anci a partn1ents are c o m.pletely occupie d during the peak season, but ther e v:s:L"e a lways some acc or:u:c :)dations available. Thus the re is no appare nt short a~·P- of tourist accommcd.:-.;. tions at pre senti and a dditional tourists could be h ?J:-ls~.P ·L Ii owever ~ tni~ Li·-~ .=.: s
not imply that no additiona l f a cilitie s will b e nee de t:~. }'f..e numbe r of tou:L"1~; ;: ~
should continue to increase a nd a ttractive, moder r1 ~a c :.'.itie s, r e ntiag at n::c):">·
erate, rather than luxury rate s, w ~ 11 e :r.~our a ge this i r.tcrease.
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Summary and Potentialities
From the standpoint of the tourist business, the name "Palm Beach"
reflects prestige and character throughout the country. Many persons are
attracted to the ¥1 est Palm Beach area because of this wide spread recognitior.1
of the local development and its advantages. It is essential that these present
advantages be continued in the future and if Vvest Palm Beach is to gain maximum benefit from its natural potentialities, it must gradually improve its
attractions and accommodations for tourists.
In view of the trend in the national economy and the government's tax
policies, the city is fortunate that it accon1modates tourists with moderate,
rather than high, incomes for the forn"ler should afford maximum possibilities
for future increases. Howeve.r, the city does gain advantages from wealthy
tourists who visit Palm Bec.ch, and will undoubtedly continue to do so in the
future. The tourist business should continue to increase in West Palm Be:-t. c ~·
and to be an important factor in the local economy. However, the relative
importance of the tourist business may be slightly less in the future as agr i cultural and industrial activities increase.
·whole sale and Retail Trade
Whole sale and retail trade are important factors in the economies of
urban areas. They normally bring a substantial amount of income to comr:-:rn: .1~
ities, return profits upon capital investments and provide employment.
Furthermore, they prove an important source of tax income for public age I:.:. ·~~,:·
Both wholesale and retail trade in Florida have shown substantial
increases during the last 20 years. They are now on a sound basis, unlil:e ·:·:·..::·
speculative one that prevailed during so much of the state's early boom p E;::"< :::·_:.
The following is a discussion of the present and probable future importar..c ~ :-::~
these activities in the Palm Beach area.
Wholesale Trade
The following data il1l:<i c e..tc s the trend in the volu1:1.8

:J .~

'Nhole s2le t:['ad ·;

in the six leading Florida c:tie s:

1939
Thousands of Dc.'.1.?..r s

/

Jacksonville
rv1iami
Tampa
Orlando
Pensacola
WEST PALM BEACH

$151,633
88,065

$62 ~ . ~~ ~ i

87,997

3 0 2. c.:.-~
77 ; :. ..J ..~;

17,683
12,058
9,158

37 J.2C: ·~

51 _01'±

33,074

o/o Increase
1939-lgso
312 %
3 3 1 ~!,
2~ 3·]?

3 3 [;·~;~
323%
261 o/o

*Copyright 1951 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power; further
tion not licensed.

repro.~ :~=-.: 
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The volume of whole sale busine ss in West Palm Beach increased from
$9,158,000 in 1939 to $33,074,000 in 1950- an increase of 26lo/o. This increase

was not as great as that in some of the larger Florida cities, particularly
Miami, Orlando and Jacksonville. It was, however, more rapid than that of
the country as a whole, and was also greater than the increase in Palm Beach
County. This indicates that West Palm Beach is the major wholesale center
for the Palin Beach area.
Between 1939 and 1948, 25 new wholesale houses were established in
West Palm Beach, and 4 74 additional per sons were employed. In 194 8, lo"c a·l
wholesale firms ernployed a total of ·860 persons and had an annual payroll of
$2,668,000. While this is by no means the largest source of employment v1i t:. -1~::l
the .Palm Beach area, it is an important one.
With the anticipated increase in population., there should be further
increases in the volun1e and employment possibilities of the local wholes2.l2
trade. However, the pre ceding data revealed that the rate of increase in Jo :.."'::.l
wholsesale trade was less rapid than that in som(~ of the larger Florida citi-=: .:
vVith the continued improvement of highways and transporation facilities, t ~:L_.,
increase for the local area should continue to be less rapid than that in cit:~.3:-:-.
such as Jacksonville and 1\ffiami. Even so, whole sale trade should continue ~-~
provide an important source of employment and will require additional space
in the industrial districts.
Retail Trade
The volume of retnil tra:le in the City of West Palm Beach has show-::-: ._,__ _
almost phenominal increase during the last eleven years. It i.s now one o ~~ . ~T .:.:·
major sources of income and e1nployment. This large increase is clearly
indicated by the following data:

United States
Florida
Palm Beach County
WES.T PALM BEACH

1939
R e tail Sal~s

1950*
Retail Sales

$ tl: 2 I 041 I 7 9 0 0 0 0

$140,317, 2 50,000

234 o/J

6141464.,000
35,950,000
21,925,000

2s 8 1 C, 4:::, c o o
1ec,t' ~ 2, o oo

35"t C:J
347o/..)

8 8~ 13 4~ 000

343f/o

:r C I;yr e r ; furth e:.-

repr o o·..::~

I"

*Copyright 1951 Sales l\J'Ianage1nent Survey of
tion not licensed.

B uyi.c~_:

1

%

IncreasE

The large increase in the volume of retail s~-~ ..:: :: ::. ; pa rtly due . :o ~he
increased price of co1nmoditie s, but this has acco ·x:·.:. ·- .~....: :for only a rcJ.--t io ~:. ·:-. ·.' ~J;e
growth. Retail sales in Florida have increased far F.·JY' ' e rapidly t bc r.. t~;_, -, :c- G~~
the country as a whole~ and while the incre a se in P.:1:~l.'.i. .B each was :1ot qu. i. ~.. 2 P .s
rapid as that in the state, it was substantially above the average of the c c1 n . . ~~·:.- .
The following data indicates the co1nparative importance of retail sales i n'!:~~ ::::.
eleven ranking cities of the state:
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City

Retail Sales
1950 Est.
Thousands
Rank Volume

Daytona Beach
Fort Lauderdale
Jacksonville
Lakeland
Miami
lVIiami Beach
Pensacola
St. Petersburg
Tampa
Crlando
WEST PALM BEACH

10
8
2
11
1
5

$ 50,210
74:,2 54
281,488
46,888
447,459
116.,623

9

63,577

4
3
6

142,279
196.,593
101,057
98.,134

7

Retail Sales
per Family
Rank
Volume
8
3
10
.g
5
1
7
11
6
4
2

$4,830
6,230
4,660
4, 780
5,640
6,940
5,000
3, 710
5,080
5,900
6, 770

1950 Effective
Buyjng Power
per family
Volu?::n.e
Rank
10
9
4
8
3
2
6
11
5
7
1

$4,613
4,679
4,948
4, 740
5~192

5,373
4,884
4,~222

4,931
4,813
5,502

Note: Above data copyrighted in 1951 by Sales Management Survey of Buying
Fower; further reproduction not licensed.
V/hile the total volume of sales in West Palm B8ach ranked it seventr
among the eleven cities, this is generally in line with the size of the differe ::; .
co1nmunities. A more pertinent fact is that the city ranks second among th'.··
eleven communities, and only slightly below lVIiarrli Beach in volume of retc-.i ·
sales per family. Cf particulu.r importance is the fact that West Palm Beac ~.~
has the highest standing in effe:;ctive buying power per family. Hetc.il sales ;_. ~ ::very high in the Palm Beach area in rel8.tic . .l to the population. This is parL._-; '.
due to the tourist trade and partially to the large trade area.
The following data indicates the sales by major types of stores in the
\Vest Palm Beach area for the year 1948:

Grocery, meat, fish & dairy stores
Eating and drinking plac2s
General merchandise & variety stores
Clothing, apparel & shot: s
Furniture, furnishings & applicances
Automotive & gasoline
Building material & hardware
Drug, propriGtary & liquor stores
All other

*All items not included.

No. of
Stores

Sales
1948

o/o of Tota ..
Retail S ;. 1..

151
231
20
54
47
135
30
35
144

$ 13) 7 04, 0 0 0

17.1%
7. 7%
10.4o/o
8.3o/o
6. 5o/o
27.2o/o
8.5%
5. 7o/o
8.6%

847

$80,111,000

6,136,000
8,396,000
6,622,000
51246,000
21,654,000
6.,849.,000
4~ 580,000
6.,924,000*

100.0o/o

._;

- 9 The large volume of automotive and gasoline sales again reflects the
influence of the tourist business, as does the number of establishments and the
large volume of sales by eating and drinking places. An increase in sales
volume of slightly more than $18,000.,000 between 1948 and 1950 is indicated
by comparing this and the preceeding data.
The large volume of retail sales in West Palm Beach further indicates
that it is the major shopping center for the entire county, including the nearrJ
communities of Lake \Vorth and Riviera Beach. This practice can and should
continue in the future.
In addition to the volume of sales is the important fact that local retail
trade employed 3,809 persons in November, 1948. It is estimated that such
etnployment now approximates 4,200 persons. It is clearly evident that ret f.til
trade is one of the most important factors in the local economy.
With increases anticipated in the local and county population as we~l a3
in the tourist trade, there is no reason why retail trade should not continue to
be a major source of income and employment. Three basic conditions, however, largely determine ·whether these potentialities can be fully utilized.
The first is good modern stores and modern merchandizing practices. This is
primarily the responsibility of the merchants., and there is no reason why it
cannot be satisfc.ctorily accomplished. The second requirement is adequate
off-street parking space within and near the shopping centers. This is an
extremely difficult problem, particularly near the cer..tral business distric:;
but additional parking space can and should bi..:: made available. This is pri ~
marily the responsibility of the city officialsJ but it will require the coope r~·
tion and assistance of the locF.tl merchants. The third major requirement fc .·
continued increase in retail sales is an adequate system of major streets ai_ -;
bus routes, making it convenient for the custo1ner s to reach the major shop:t--1 · . .~·
centers. As will be discus sed later, tho existing street system is not entir e~ :· 
satisfactory and many improvements should be made in the future. These 2-·: ~.
not impossible to accoiL.plish and the city officials, as well as the county an(
state highway departments, should assume the major responsibility therefor .
1
.

There is, therefore, good reason why retail trade should continue to
increase in local importance. Several of the improvements proposed for the
develop1nent of the ¥/estward Expansion Area will facilitate this increase,
particularly the new business districts and the new streets, giving access to
the entire Palm Beach area.
Agriculture
The State of Florida has experienced a marked increase in agricultural
production during the last 20 years. In 1950, it ranked 23rd among the 48
states based on gross cash income from farming. A.ccording to estimates
prepared by Sales Management's current Survey of Buying Power, F alm Bea:~:h
County, in 1950, ranked third in the agricultural production of the state's 67
counties. Cash income from farm product marketing during the year was
$29,128,000.*
.
*Figures given in this paragraph are copyrighted - 1951 .; Sales Management
Survey of Buying Power. Further r ·~porduction is not licensed.

- 10 Palm Beach County has two basic types of soil; namely, the organic soil
of the hinterlands and the coastal sandy loam. '"!' he latter type of soil requires
extensive fertilizing and he r e it is the loca l practice to utilize practical hydro ··
ponic s, a new science or practice of growing plants by controlled use of water
and chemical fertilizer. The local sandy loam comprises a strip approximate :·}
50 miles long extending westward from the ocean for a distance varying from
3 to 15 miles. Winter temperatures in this araa are several degrees warmer
than in the muck lands of the eve rglades. It thus posesses ~orne decided
advantages as its losses from frost during the past vvinter ·were not as severe
as those in the glade s.
Vegetables are the major product in the coastal area. During the past
winter, approximately 18,000 acres were planted for this use. The majority o!
them are planted in time to be harvested early in the year and thus command
high prices with little competition from other sections of the country. With u ~.e
favorable temperatures and the use of commercial fertilizers, it is also possi. ·ble to produce rnore than one crop per year;
Vegetables are also produced in the muck lands of the everglades as ar e
other crops, especially sugar cane. For example, approximately 30JOOO acre s
are now used for growing sugar cane in the Okeechobee area of which 23,00 C
acres are within the limits of Palm Beach County. In addition to the danger
from freezingJ another problem of farming in the everglade areas is pest
control. 1 his can increase production costs in some year to such an extant
that profits are very lirnited. The following data indicates the volume of pe ~ · ·
ishahle vegetables that were shipped from the e verglades stations, Maytowr..
through Lake I-I arbor J during the 1949-1950 season. Beans, celery and mixe -:'
vegetables predominate.
Carloads
1949-1950
Beans
Cabbage
Celery
Chicory
Esc a role
Mixed Vegetables
P e ppers
Potatoes
Radishes
Tomatoes

Truckloads
1948 - 1950

1,348
807
2,834
86

2,003
284
923

522

203
1,313

1,486
45
217
73
66

38
46

115
78
45

The cattle and d:1iry industry has also grown very rapidly in P2.lm Beach
County during the last several years. Bre8 ds of the Brahman, Aberdeen Angt:G,
Shorthorns, and Devons, bred vvith the native Florida cows, thrive in the clim :J.t '~
and on the land that 20 years ago was believe d to be the nemesis of the cattle
industry. ~xtensive forests, marshes and cut-over areas provide the major
part of the grazing land. I-I ow ever, local cattle 1nen are discovering greater
profits can be realized by planting pastures and thereby furnishing a better
grade of beef.
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The trend of cattle production in Palm Beach County is revealed by the
increase in the nurflber of cattle and calves from 6J614 in 1940 to 17,400 in
1945, an increase of 163 percent. No data is available regarding the increase
during the last five yc::ars, but it undoubtedly has been substantial. There was
a 53 percent increase in the volutne of milk produced between 1940 and 1945 in
Palm Beach County. Thus, while the increase in the dairy industry is not as
spectacular as that in beef cattle production, it is substantial and should continue in the future.
Even though there has been a substantial increase in the area used for
agricultural production, there has also been a pronounced trend toward
decreasing the number of individual farms. The average size of the farm
increased from 99.2 acres in 1940 to 244.2 acres in 1945. This trend has
tnany desirable aspects and should result in greater efficiency and improved
methods of production.
There are two agricultural markets in Palrn Beach County, one at Belle
Glade and the othGr at Boynton. The Belle Glade market handles much of the
produce, particularly that raised in the Okeechobee area. It is the larger of
the two and has packing houses for vegetables, refrigerator plants, processir..g
plants and good shipping facilities. The market at Boynton is· more of a
buyers' market. Both of these rnarkets will undoubtedly continue in the futur·c
and as agriculture is increased, it is entirely possible that additional markets
will be established, possibly one in the Palm Beach area.
The excellent opportunities for increasing agricultural production can !-·.=.
an irnport3.nt factor in the economy of \tV est Palm Beach. It insures diver sifi
cation of the sources of income of the area, which is a major advantage.
Secondly, it will provide additional income, n1uch of which should be attracteC:
to the wholesale and retail markets in 'Nest Palm Beach. Finally, some
employment should be provided by these activities either in production, or in
handling and processing. Thus, the agricultural potentialities of the county
should encourage future population increase in the VJest Palm Beach area.
Industry
There are several types of industrial employment that will influence tb8
urban economy. }i.,or the purposes of this report, industry is divided into three
major types; namely, manufacturing, the loce..l port and the construction
industry.
Manufacturing
Florida h2.s not experienced as rapid an increase in manufacturing as it
has in retail and tourist trade and in agriculture. In 1947, the state contained
2,807 n1anufacturing establishments, an increase of 120 percent since 1899.
IV1uch of the manufacturing activities in the state are concentrated in the larg:~:-
urban areas of Jacksonville, Tampa and Miami.
Palm Beach County ranked seventh of all Florida counties in the number
of manufacturing e stablishmcnts in 194 7, having a total of 91 plants. Cf these:
only one employed more than 100 persons. The number of persons employed

,
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in local manufacturing activities was 1,229, or substantially less than the number employed in retail activities.
Data reve.ats that in 1948, the 1najority of the employment in the county· s
manufacturing establishments was in those using local resources, particularl37
food and lun1ber. Printing is also an in1.portant activity. Since this included
the entire county, a large number of food processing plants were located in th8
Okeechobee area rather than in West Palm Beach, which were considered.
VJhile no current data is available, there have undoubtedly been substantial
increases in manufacturing employment in the county during the last two ye.:1rs,
for several large processing plants have been established in the Ckeechobee
area. C ther s are now under construction.
In 1947, the City of W e st Palm Beach accounted for 74.7 percent of the
value of manufactured products in the entire county. The following data indj.cate s the importance of manufacturing in "'Vilest Palm Beach compared with e~s
other five largest manufacturing cities in the state.
Value Added
City

Miami
Jacksonville
Tampa
St. Petersburg
Orlando
VlEST PALM BEACH

No. of
Establishments 1947
380
267
267
98
93
54

No. of

by l\,1anufacture

_Employc~ s

(Thousands)

194 7 (av.)
7J086
12.,221
14,417
1,241
1., 717
917

1939
$11,066
24,310
21)422
2,051
1,976
1,330

Adju sted

o/o

In~

1947

creas(:

$35,288
65,219
51,839
5,572
6.1668
4.,216

· 61 o/u
3 5<y;
22 o/c
3 7o/r
71 %

~

6Q~G

*Corrected for changes in commodity price s 193 9-194 7.
The in1portance of manufacturing is less in West Palm Be a ch than in a:1y
of the other cities mentione d. H owever~ the value of the local manufactured
products is substantial. The city showed a great increase in the value of its
manufacturing between 1939 and 1947 1 exceede d only by Mia1ni and Orlando i n
this group.
Manufa cturing activitie s should incre ase in the \Nest Palm Beach area~
but there is no indication that large industries will ever be established or tha t
manufacturing will predominate in the city's economy. The absence of exten ..
sive source s of raw materials and th e distance fron1 large markets probably
are the major reasons why l a rge plants would not locate within the corporate
limits. Actually, because of the in1portance of the tourist trade and the ncc £s sity of maintaining de sirable residential districts, it would not be advantage c:2::;
to attract the large r and more obnoxious type of industry. This does not, ho---- .ever, preclude the desirability of a ttracting the lighter types of industry, wh i -.. ~.,
will afford additional employme nt and furthe r diversify and balance the econ omy of the area.

- 13 The increase in agricultural activities within the county will provide an
important source of raw materials that should attract a number of processing
establishments. These will probably be located nearer the center of the
production area rather than in the city. The de sire to escape city taxes will
be another reason for such location. I-Iowever.t these plants will be advantageous to the economy of the \Vest Palln Beach area •.
The city should also attract a number of industries because of its excellent climate, good living conditions and good St!pply of labor. Another marked
advantage of the city is its proximity to a market area of very high quality.
The city should be a very logical location for manufacturing plants that will
produce sport clothes of all types, ladies shoes andacce·s.sories. The proximity
to the textile mills in Georgia and the Carolinas is another advantage for the
establishment of plants producing sport clothes. There should also be excellent
possibilities for manufacturing jellies, syrups and preserves because of the
proximity to the raw materials. These types of plants would not be objectionable in the fundamentally residential comrnunity, yet should supply substanti2l
future employment.
Even with the city's excellent possibilities for the establishment of additional manufacturing plants, much effort will be necessary to actually obtain
then1.. Fortunately, existing organizations are already actively engaged in promoting industrial growth and expansion. In addition to the local Chamber of
Commerce, there are two other such agencies. Cne is the non-profit organization known as the Palm Beach County R.esources Developn1ent Board. Its
major objective is to secure additional plants for the county. The other grou_?
is the Palm Beach County Resources and Industrial Corporation. Its major
concern is to assist its members in securing o..dditional business. Both of
these organizations appaar to be well organize d and active .. Their continued
efforts should result in substantial benefits to the area's economy in the futu:~c.
Port of Palm Beach
The Port of Palm Beach, located immediately north of the city, is one o:r
the largest such facilities in the coastal area. It provides employment for
more than 115 persons, and thus is one of the most important single sources cZ
employment in the VJ'est Palm Beach area.
The port is very modern, containing yva-rehou~s..__and docking and rail-toport facilities. The vVest Indian SteamshiiS Company's f1~of car ferries
operates between the port and Havana, Cuba. The large majority of the pores
trade is handled by this line anC: it affpfds unusually efficien~~rapid transportation. The following table shows jhe volume and value of con14noditie s
handled through the port in comparishn with the ports of Jacksonville and
~iami.

J
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Port
WEST PALM BEACH
Volume (pounds)
Value (dollars)
Jacksonville
Volume (pounds)
Value (dollars)
Miami
Volume (pounds)
Value (dollars)

Imports
'

0

Exports

Total

287,900,000
$16,800 .. 000

517,400,000
$67,900,000

805;,300,000
$84,70.0,000

2,211,100,000
$53,500,000

253,500,000
$14,200,000

2,464,600,000
$67,700,000

684,600,000
$15,300,000

72,800 .. 000
$17,100,000

757,400,000
$32,400,000

The preceeding data clearly reveals that although a larger volume of
commodities is rn.oved through the Jacksonville Port, the value of shipments
through the local pert is higher than in either of the other cities. Farm macl:inery is one of the principal items exported to Cuba. The ir.nports are prima:rily fruits, vegetables and sugar.
New car ferries are now available for operation to and from this port and
the volume of shippii.tg should increase substantially in the future. The port
should not only continue to be an important source of employment and influence
in the area's economy, but it should also assist in attracting additional industries, especially those that produce for the Cuban markets or process producJ~ s
received fron1 that country.
Construction Industry
Because of its· rapid growth and development, the construction industry
has been one of the major sources of e1nployr.nent throughout the entire state,
This is particularly true of tha Vvest Falrn Beach area. In 1948, there were
3,307 persons employed in construction activities in Palm Beach County. This
accounted for 14.4 percent of all the county's employ1nent, whereas the natior. '..t.}.
average in the construction industry was 5.6 percent of the country's total
employment.
·
During the 1949-1950 fiscal year, 2. total of 1,139 dwelling units were
erected in the City of West Palm Beach. This represents nearly 800 dwellings
per 10,000 families in comparison with the average for all urban areas of only
294 dwelling units per 10,000 families.
The current limit"ltions on construction will undoubtedly result in less
construction during the current fiscal year, and it is possible that the past
year may he.ve been the peak year of residential construction in the V\T est Palm
Beach area for sometime. However, a substantial population increase is indicated, and consequently, additional r0sidential construction should be anticipated
in the future. Furthermore, industrial construcLon should continue at a rapid
rate, particularly outside the urban area. Thus 1 while the percentage of total
employment repro sen ted by the construction industry may decrease in the
future, there is every indication that, except for an economical depression : s1:~~
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as occurred in the 1930's~ the construction industry will continue to be an
important source of en1ployment in F alin Beach C ounty and particularly in
\rv est Palm Beach.

Surnmary
The preceeding discussion of n'lajor factors influencing the area• s economy indicates that excellent possibilities exist for new gro\:vth. Of particular
in1.portance is tha fact that the future economy should be rnore diversified a r:.1
balanced than that of the p2..st. Concentrated and sustained efforts on the par·t
of the local officials and organizations will be necessary to fully achieve the
potentialities.
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POPULATIOJ:'.T GROWTH

Fast Trends
The entire State of Florida and particularly its east coast, has experienced an unusually rapid· increase in population since the beginning of the
pre sent century. This rate of growth has been far more rapid than that of tb e
country as a whole, for in 1900 the state contained only 528,542 persons, whiJ.A
the 1950 census indicated a total population of 2,743,736, an increase of419% L.~
50 years. The trend of population growth in the country, state, county, local
communities and several typical Florida cities, is graphically shown on
Plate 2.
There was a marked uniformity in the rapid rate of growth among many
Florida cities between 1900 and 1930. For example, \Vest Palm Beach grew
from only 564 per sons in 1900 to a population of 2 6, 610 in 193 0. Since 193 0 _,
however, there has been a marked change in the rate of growth of several of
the political areas shown on the plate. The growth within the state has
continued at an almost uniform rate of increase since 1900_, there being only
minor variations in the individual decades. I-Iowever ~ in West Palm Beach
County and in several other communities shown on the plan, the rate of grow·:tL
has been less rapid during the last twenty years than between 1900 and 1930 ~
Since 1930,. the rate of growth in the City of West Palm Beach has been abou J..
the same as the rate of growth in Daytona Beach and Lake V/ orth. V/hile the:. .. ~!
has been a substantial population gain in these communities during this 20 yt~ar
period, particularly when compared with many other American cities_, V/est
Palm Beach, Lake Worth and :Daytona Beach have not grown nearly as rapidly
as Fort Lauderdale and St. F-etersburg. I'feither has it grown as rapidly as
the adjacent City of Riviera Beach, although a more rapid growth is normall:"
experienced in smaller commu:..1ities, particularly in their early stages of
development.
Plate 3 further compares the rate of growth in West Palm Beach and
several other Florida areas with the average rate of growth of all metropolitan
areas. The average increase in population between 1940 and 1950 in all
metropolitan areas was 21.2 percent. The City of West Palm Beach exceeded
this increase by 6.6 percent and grew more rapidly than certain other cities
in Florida, including Pensacola, Jacksonville and Tampa. However, it did not
grow nearly as rapidly as some of the other communities, nor did it grow as
rapidly as Palm Beach C e>unty and the State of Florida.
The fact that Falm Beach County is growing more rapidly than its largest
city_, Vvest Palm Beach, reveals two important conditions. First, the rural o::::agricultural population of the county is increasing, and further increases in fh.:.s
type of population can be anticipate d in the future as more land is 1nade avail -·
able for cultivation. However, rural residents, while important, seldom
represent a large proportion of the total population. The second condition
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revealed by this trend is that whereas much of the earlier growth of Palm
Beach County occurred within the corporate limits of the urban communities,
particularly in West Palm Beach, much of the current growth is occuring in
the smaller communities and especially in areas beyond the corporate limits.
This is particularly true in the West Palm Beach section where a substantial
amount of growth is occurring along Okeechobee Road and Military Trail. This
is actually urban type ·population but it is not located within the corporate
limits. A similar situation is found near a large majority of other American
communities, and difficult problems of providing de sir able standards of urbc;n
improvements and services result therefrom.
Probable Future Population
It is generally believed that the entire southeastern part of the country)
and particularly the State of Florida, will continue to experience a substantial
population growth. The economic studies also revealed that the \Vest Palm
Beach area has an excellent opportunity to enjoy substantial growth during the
next thirty years. The an1ount of growth that will occur within the area will
depend upon the extent to which concentrated efforts are made to utilize all
potential advantages, and particularly to provide good living conditions and
employment opportunities. Unless a realistic attempt is made to attra·ct
tourists.,. to increase employment in commerce and industry and to provide
ample residential districts with a good standard of urban improvements and
services, the City of vVest Palr.a Beach will undoubtedly grow at a slower rat~
than it has in the past and probably more slowly than during the last twenty
years.

Plate 2 also shows th8 estimates for the possible future growth in both
Palm Beach County and in the City of Vvest Palm Beach. There is every indication that the county will continue to enjoy a substantial increase in populatjcn
during the next thirty years, and a population of 221,000 should be realized bJ·
1980. This is almost twice the county's present population, but on the basis ol
past trends and future possibilities, this is a realistic, rather than merely a
hopeful, forecast.
Three different population forecasts are shown for the City of West Pal:rn
Beach. The lowest estimate is a mathematical projection of the past rates of
growth and forecasts a population of not more than 60,000 persons,. or an
increase of only about 17,000 persons, within the present corporate limits.
This would probably result if no substantial efforts were made to improve
existing conditions, to attract tourists or to provide additional employment
opportunities. Tile large increase in population that is expected in the county
would simply locate in urban areas other than West Palm Beach.
The medium forecast is based on a sound and progressive program of
improvements and attempts to provide employment opportunities, attract
tourists and improve living conditions. This forecasts a population in the Ci+y
of West Palm Beach of 73,000 by 1980, an increase of approximately 30,000
over the 1950 population. This is a very realistic figure, but it is probably f:..s
minimum increase that can result from a program of progressive leadership
and substantial urban improvement.

- 18 The highest forecast is for a possible population of 85,000 persons in
West Palm Beach by 1980. This forecast is not based on wishful thinking, but
its realization will require substantial effort and initiative. It will require
extensive opportunities for employment, particularly retail and industrial
employment. Likewise, it will require substantial efforts and provision of
facilities to attract the tourist trade which will, in turn, provide further opportunities for employment and retail sales. Finally, it will require a very
concentrated effort in improving residential areas and in providing a high
standard of urban facilities and services. The full development of the
V:/estward Expansion Area to a high standard will be a basic factor in achieving
this goal. The improvement of this new area with modern facilities and
reasonably priced lots should attract a substantial amount of the urban development that is no\v occuring in unincorporated areas or in other communities.
The amount of future populationwithinthe .W e_stPalm Beach area will thus
depend, to a large extent, on the local efforts made to attract future growth.
The city has present and potential advantages that make possible the achievement of even the highest forecast and there is no reason why leadership and
initiative cannot be organized to assure success.
Characteristics of the Population
In the early periods of the city's growthJ particularly between 1920 and
1930, the white population represented only 60 percent of the total. However,
during the next decade, the white population increased more rapidly than the
non-white population, and in 1940, it represented about two-thirds of the total
population. V/hile the details of the 1950 census have not been released, it is
believed that the white population is now a slightly larger percentage of the
total than in 1940. It is anticipated that this general trend ·w-ill be continued and
that by 1980 the white population will be about 70 percent of the total.
In common with practically all other urban areas, the size of the average
family is gradually decreasing. In 1940 the size of the average family in West
Palm Beach was 3.51 persons, while in Palm Beach County it was 3.35 persons ..
For the State of Florida it was 3.65. The size of the average family in 1950
has not yet been released but it is anticipated that it will not exceed three
per sons per family in West Palm Beach.
The population is also becoming older, although the 1940 census revealed
that the average age of Florida's population was less than the average age in
many other sections of the country. There is a pronounced trend for retired
and older persons to live in Florida and this will undoubtedly result in older
persons predominating the local population during the next 30 years.
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EXISTING MID PROBABLE - FUTURE LAND USES
The existing land use pattern and the probable future requirements for
the different types of land uses will have an important bearing upon the plan
that is prepared for developing the _\tVestwa:rd Expansion Area. The followin g
discussion is concerned with the advantages and defects of the existing land
use pattern within the West Palm Beach Area, and particularly with the
probable future requirements for residential areas, facilities for tourists,
and with commercial and industrial patterns and needs.
General Pattern of Land Uses
The general location and extent of existing land uses within vVest Falm
Beach and the surrounding area are shown on P late 4. For the purposes of
this study, the many urban uses are grouped according to major classifications,
namely: (1) single and two-family residences, (2) multiple dwellings including
apartments, motels and rooming and boarding houses, (3) commercial,
(4) industrial and (5) public and semi-public . Where no delineation is shown
on property, it is vacant or unused. No attempt is made to show the use of
each individual lot, and instead, the dominant use of the entire block is
indicated. Consequently, there is much more scattering and intermingling cf
land uses than is revealed by this plan, but the plate does indicate the gener a~.
organization of the city and its environs.
Urban development has extended in a north- south direction along the
west shore of Lake Vl orth and the result is a long, narrow urban pattern
ranging in width fro1n about three-quarters to one and one-third miles. The
Town of Palm Beach has an even more elongated characteristic. The shape
of the urban development has resulted in certain peculiar and difficult
problems not found in many communities. For example, the dominant traffi ~
movement is in a north- south direction and the majority of the north- scuth
streets are very heavily travelled. This presents difficult traffic problems ,
especially with the large amount of through traffic that occurs during the
winter season. Most of the heavy traffic movement is forced through the
main business district, which interferes with the efficient use of this valuab le
area and results in serious congestion and delays. Further, the large volur...1.e
of traffic concentrating on s c many of the north and south streets adversely
affects a large a 1nount of the residential development as it is practically
impossible to eliminate through traffic fro1n any large residential district.
The use and desirable development of this elongated area is further complicated by the location of the two railroads, both of which traverse the city in a
north- south direction, one being near the center and the other at the ext rem~
western edge of the urban development. Finally, the railroads and several
major streets that traverse the narrow urban development result in difficult
problems in planning a system of elementary and high schools that can conveniently serve each residential district with maximum c0nvenience and
safety for the children.

•
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that found in other communities of similar size. Around the central business
district are found scattered industrial uses and a large number of multiple
dwellings. One and two-family dwellings then extend beyond the more
intensive uses in the central area and are interspersed with public and semipublic uses including schools, churches, hospitals and recreational areas.
The central business district is quite compact and it lies between the
Florida East Coast Railroad and Lake Worth. As in the average community,
business also extends beyond the central area along the heavily travelled
highways, particularly Poinsettia. Commercial develop1nent is also found
along certain major east and west streets such as Belvedere and Southern.
Much of the new commercial development is occuring in the outlying sections
where more space can be provided for off-street parking. This trend will
undoubtedly continue in the future although more desirable results would be
obtained if larger commercial districts - 20 acres or more - could be
developed with a group of stores and surrounded by adequate par king space.
Since the Palm Beach communities have long been a resort rather than
an industrial area, there is not as much industrial developrnent as is found
in the average city of this size. The -majority of the industrial development
is located along the Florida East Coast Railroad. The major concentration
of industry is near the business district and also north of 23rd Street. South
of the business district, industry is widely scattered through much of the city
in a narrovv band along the F .EeC. R.R. Here it conflicts with residential
development to the disadvantage of both the residences and the industry for
in many instances, industrial development has too small a site to adequately
meet its needs. Even though the Palm Beach Area will probably never be a~:
important industrial co1nn1unity, efforts should be made to provide larger,
compact districts for the industrial development that does occur.
While the main concentration of multiple dwellings is around the busin.3::s
district, these are also found in many other sections of the city. For
example, there is a substantial number of multiple dwellings north of
Southern Boulevard and east of Olive ll.venue. Another concentration is foun:l
between 18th and 22nd Streets and there are a number of scattered, multiple
dwelling units north of 26th Street. A scattering of multiple dwellings does
not bring about a satisfactory" land use pattern nor does it provide effective
and needed protection of the single-family uses. The Town of Palm Beach
has much less scattering of the n1any land uses and there is a more uniform
use of single-family homes than is found in West Palm Beach.

..
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Although there is a substantial amount of vacant property in the corporate limits, which could accon1.modate a large amount of future urban growth,
there is already a pronounced tendency for urban development to occur
beyond the corporate limits. This is particularly true around the airport
and along Military Trail. I-:Iere the urban development is much more widely
scattered than it is within the city and n1any proble1ns result therefrom.
This scatte-red developn1ent and intervening vacant property makes it both
costly and difficult to provide a de sir able stanci.ard of urban facilities such
as sewers, water lines, paved streets, schools and recreational areas. Th~
provision of a desirable standard of urban facilities within the Westward
Expansion Area should encourage much of the new growth that is now scattering over the outlying areas to locate in the new development. This will
result in many advantages to both the city and to the future property ownersJ
and further indicates the unusually fine potentialities of having such a large
tract of land so conveniently related to existing developrnent.
Existing Zoning
F rivate property within the City of West Palm Beach has be en protect 0::~
by zoning regulations for n~any years. The first ordinance was adopted la 1~
in the 1920's. The city has gained many advantages from the zoning ordinance but as almost invariably happens where regulations were adopted many
years ago, there should be revisions in both the district map and the distr:i. .. . i·
regulations.
Plate 6 shows the location and extent of the existing zoning districts.
The area included in the " E " Central Business District is far larger than ~.:
now occupied by commercial develoJJment and a substantial portion is
occupied by multiple dwellings. l1.s a result, this multiple dwelling develop ment is not properly protected and could be a dversely affected by the intrusion of stores and ether types of comn1ercial uses. Similarly, the area
between 15th and 29th Streets and between the two railroads is zoned for
industrial use, yet the general land use pattern reveals that more than 50
percent of this area is occupied by some type of residential development.
The zoning has also permitted and probably e ncouraged the scattering of
industries along the Florida East Coast R. ailroad in the southern part of the
city., especially south of Southerr.:. Boulevard.
There should alsc be a closer relationship between the zoning and the
single-family re sidc;ntial developn1ent and it is particularly important that the
good types of single family homes be fully protected. The ordinance should
permit only similar typ~..;; s of uses in these districts and should also require
adequate lot areas and open yard space around the structures. There are
eY-tensive areas in which two-family residences and multiple dwellings can be
located, particularly since they are permitted in both the "B" and the • 'C"
Districts but many of these are locate d in the outlying sections where single family uses predominate. In other instances. some of the older residential
property lying near the business district is placed in the "A" Single-family
District.

.,
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A substantial portion of the Westward Expansion Area, particularly the
property lying between the railroads and the lakes, is now placed in an
industrial clnssification. This will probably be saitsfactory zoning for the
area at the southeastern corner of Clear Lak2, but adjustments ·will have to
be made in ether portions of this district. The majority of the Wastward
Expansion Area that now lies within the corporate limits is now placed in the
"B'' District. It is exnected that a substantial amount of this will be made
available for single-fainily homes and extensive changes in the zoning of thi t>
area should be made i~ accordance with the plan proposed fer the ultimate
development. In brief, a revision of th9 pr~ sent zoning is de sir able not onl,y
for the \Veshvard Expansion P... rea but also for the entire city. It should r osP.:.t
in substantial advn.ntages in affording better protection for .... xisting development and in securing a more orderly and logically arranged community in
the future.
Areas Without Vvater or Sanitary Sewers
An adequate system of both water and sanitary sewers is essential for 2.
satisfactory standard of urban development. This is especially true of watn:,_supply which is normally considered to be the most important facility in
residential districts. While septic tanks can be used for the treatment of
sanitary sewage under some conditions, this n1ethod of disposal eventually
becornes very unsatisfactoryJ particularly when residential areas are intensively developed with small or medium sized lots.
Plate 5 shows, by different types of delineation, those areas within the
corporate limits of West Palm Beach that are now unserved by water, san i -.. -::·-~··. ·
sewers, or by both.
Th~ largest area unserved by either sewers or water is that portion o~~
the city lying west of.the Seaboard Railroad and around the two lakes. ThL;
is, however, almost entirely vacant and practically all of it is included in -~~i10
Westward Expansion Area, the gradual improvement of which is the majo:r
objective of this study. Consequently, this large unserved area has no rel::•. -,
tionship to present needs. The other major area that does not now have
sewers or water is in the extreme western part of the city, south of Southe::..--n
Boulevard. Practically all of this area is vacant and undeveloped and contains very few residenc e s. A substantial amount of it is included in the
Iviunicipal Golf Course, the new pa.rk, and in the nursery lying south of Sout ~ ~
ern Boulevard. There is also a fairly large area without sewers and water ).n
the extreme northwestern part of the city but this is also vacant and undeveloped. In addition, there are some scattered areas comprising from two to
fifteen acres that are without sawers or watGr that are scattered throughout
the city. The majority of these nre in the southern portion of the city, particularly below Belvedere Road . The only on~ in the northern portion is a
small area in the industrial district just north of 23rd Street.

There is only a very small portion of the pre sent city that is without
public water supplyJ but does have sewer facilities. This comprises the two
small tracts lying north of 45th Street and while the area is subdivided., it
does not now contain any residential development.

J
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There are, however, large areas in the southern portion of the city,
particularly south of Belvedere Road, that have water supply but do not contain any sanitary sewers. A. study of the land use map (Plate 4) further reveals that a large amount of these areas that are not served by sanitary sewers, now contain residential develop1nent. In fact, sorr1e of the newer resideT1· ·
tial developments do not contain sanitary sewers. Here the sewerage is
treated in septic tanks and while the sandy soil facilitates the disposal of
effluents, the intensity of the development and the large number of septic t8.l1 1:"3
will eventually result in conditions that will not bring about a de sir able sta 1.r..:ard or quality of residential development. The rnajor reason why these arr::: :
and particula:cly the new developments, are improved with septic tanks rae~~-r
than sanitary sewers, is that the State has prohibited the disposal of any m .. :··E
untreated sev;age into Lake Worth. Consequently, a collecting and treatmen.~
system for the sanitary sewa~;e will be required before this rapidly growing
residential section in the southern portion of the city can be improved to a
desirable standard. The Plate indicates, however, that a large majority off~~
city is provided with both water and sewers and the vacant lots in these are3.~
can be improved with homes or other uses. An early solution of the sewagr.~
collection and treatment problem is essential in both the present city a~d t::.:P
1Nestward Expansion Area .
..tic sidential Development
:rte sidential facilities normally occupy more area than any other type c l
urban use. Consequently, their character and appearance have an importar~~
influence not only upon the occupants, but also upon the entire community.
Unfortunately, the 1950 census do.ta regarding housing is not yet available z ·,_., .,
so 1940 census informc-.tion has be::::n used 2.nd supplemented by other data
wherever possible.
Existing Facilities
Since West Palm Beach is a comparatively young city, the re sidenti:::tl
facilities are newer than in most other communities of similar size. Cnly
1, 790 units in use in 1940 had b ::.en erected prior to 1920. B ecause of the
large an1ount of new residentinl construction that has occurred since 1940,.
the percentage of homes tha t hav0 bee~ standing for 30 years or more is nc·v,
even .smaller. Thus the dorninant housing characteristic is one of newness,
which is always desirable. There will be le ss need to remove old structur ~; :,
because of obsol~ scense and deprL-ciation during the next ten to twenty yea:t s
than would be the case in th8 average community.
Another important ch aracteristic of the pre sent residential facilities i~
the comparatively small number of homes that are substandard or in need of
major repairs. In 1940, only 11.7% of the resid~ntial units were listed as
needing major repairs. Because of the large amount of new de velopment ar ~
the number of homes that were repaired during the past ten years, this percentage should now be substantially less than in the preceeding period.

- 24 It should not be inferred, however, that there is no bad or sub-standard
housing in West Palm Beach. There are a number of old~ undesirable homes
around the central business district and a few more are scattered throughout
the community. Furthermore, obsolete and substandard homes predominate
in the non-wh1te residential areas. It is estimated that approximately one-ha:f
of the present negro residential facilities do not conform to the minimum
desirable standards. This condition is not unusual, as it is found in the
majority of other cities of similar size, but it does indicate a serious needfc:..'
the improvement of non-white housing facilities in the future.

Because of the requirements of the tourist trade, a substantial number ~ f
the residential units are of the multiple-family, rental type. According to tl: s
1940 CensusJ 17% of all the living un1ts in West Palm Beach contained acco ;~: . . modations for two or more famihes. There is also a substantial number of
garage apartments. Single-family construction predominated, however, duri n:Z
the last 5 years. For example, during the city's last fiscal year (O ctober 1,
1949-C ctober 1, 1950), a total of 1, 022 permits were issued for single-family
homes, while only 46 permits were issued for duplexes and only 5 for apart .
ment buildings. This is similar to the trend occuring in many other cities W .i} ":
the possible exception of Ft. Lauderdale and Miami Beach. It is influenced by f :nancing requirements, rental controls and cost of operating and maintaining
rental facilities.
It is anticipated that this trend will continue in the future, and that 80% cj·:more of the future living units will be of the single-family type. This does rr_~·
imply that only a few rental units will be needed in the West Palm Beacl.. a.r::r.~..
The anticiuated increase in to 1rist trade will make additional rental faciliti :- ~
necessary.. and new duplexes and apartments will be required to replace exi ~- !~
ting ones that become obsolete. It is especially important that extensive ne .-\.
rental facilities be made available for the non-white families. Duplexes are ·:
logical type of rental facilitv in this area and ample provision should be ma t:.=for this type of use in the future.

Little data is available regardin~ current rental ranges and values of tL.2
new construction. In 1940, nearly 90 io of the tennant-occupied, non-white fac El ··
ties rented for $20 per month or less, and nearly 70o/o of the white facilities rente. l
for $30 per month or less. According to a survey made by the West Palm Beach.
RealE state Board early in 1951, there were 1,040 single-family houses, renti:af
from$ 50 to $150 per month, and averaging$ 92.50 per month, and 1, 3 2 0 rental
units with a monthly rental range of$ 5CJto f-150 per month, averaging $80 per
month. It is believed that this information re1lects current conditions, and ass'Lr:n. ing that if present economic and price conditions continue, the majority of the ne·-,
construction should follow this general pattern, There will be, however, a pr o·nounced need for non-white facflitie s tliat can be rented for $30 to $40 per mon tl::.
or less, and there will also be some need for white facilities which can be re r;·:·e d
for $50 per month or less.
In determining the general areas where new residential construction shoui.d
and probably will occur, study vvas given to the availability of lots and areas
within the existing residential sections. Plate 7 shows the general location
and extent of vacant lots and lands within West Palm Beach. There is a very
large amount of vacant property within the corporate limits. In fact, it is
estimated that more than 8, 500 vacant lots with 50-foot frontage are now
available or could be subdivided. The majority of these are concentrated in
the southern portion of the city, although some are scattered throughout all
~ections

of the community.
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This vacant property obvisouly could accommodate much of the new
development that will occur during the next 2 5 or 3 0 years. However, builders
and developers will never utilize all vacant land within existing developments
before starting new subdivisions. This made evident by the definite current
trend towards decentralization. Secondly, some of the vacant lots and land
will be needed for non-residential use, particularly for public and semi-put ~.i.;
purposes. Finally, the preceeding discussion of existing sewer and water
facilities revealed that extensive sewer itnprovements will be necessary be
fore some of the vacant tracts can be satisfactorily used for residential
purposes .
Probable Future Requirements
There has been a gradual decrease in the nun1ber of persons per fami~y
throughout the country, which in turn has increased the nurnber of living ur-.; ·:·s
necessary to accommodate the population. VVhile the 1950 census data reg .~.:.·.~. 
ing family size has not been released for the West Pal:-n Beach area, it is
believed that the average size of the white families is 3.0 persons. The av \,_, age size of the non-white families is about 3. 7 persons, including roomers .
Because of the limited nun1ber of non-white living facilities, there are many
roomers and overcrowding results therefrom. It is estimated that in the
future, the average size of the white families in West Palm Beach will be 2 - ~~1
persons and the average size of the non-white families will be 3.3 persons ,
The preceding section o.n population indicated that the 1980 population ·· i._ .
the \iVest Palm Beach area should show a minimum increase of 30,000 over
the present population and good possibilities that the increase might reach
40,000. It is further expecte d that the non-white population will not exceed
30% of this total. A 30,000 increase in population will require 2~ 727 additiv .r ·?. ~
living units to accommodate the non-whit8 population and 7, 242 additional
living units to c..ccom1nodat2 the white population. The larger population ga·> .
of 40 1 000 would require 3,636 additional non-.white living units and 9,655 a~:~ ~
tional white living units.
In addition to the new units required by the increase in population, t h-:1 :'
will be a need for replacing some of the old, existing residences, particu 1..1. ···~-.?
non-white residences, as well as those absorbed for commercial and indt:~~ 
trial purposes . \Vhile these replacements will not be as extensive as tho8 ~; in
other cities of similar size, the total amount of new residantial develop1ne·.. t ;
on the basis of the mii1imum growth, would probably be about 8,000 units fo.c
whites and nearly 3 500 non-white units. The total number of additional
homes necessary to accommodate the maximum population increase would
require more than 10,000 units for white families and more than 4_,000 unit0
for the non-white population.
1

It is not expected that all of the new units will be erected in the Westw2..rd
Expansion Area. Improvement of sewers, streets, schools and parks in cur··
rently developed areas should attract additional residential growth to these
sections. Furthermore, the competition of the Westward Expansion Area r..:.8y
result in slightly lower land prices in the other area which would further
encourage additional construction. However, a substaP~ial number of :he '1e w
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homes would be locate d in the We stward Expansion Area because of its modern characte r and de sir able standqrd. It should even attract population that
would otherwise locate in nearby corn.munities or in unincorporated section s .
It is p2.rticul2.rly importc.n t that a sub stnntial amount of the non-white
population be included in the ~..vestward Expe.nsion Area. This is a logical
location for these farnilies for their existing districts are restricted, and
the amount of vacant p!'operty is limited. It is not expected, however, that a l:
of the non-white growth will occur in the new area. A substantial amount cf
redevelopins:r should occur in the pre sent non-white district . Many of th;3
substandard and obsolete living facilities should be removed, and then r e dev ··
elopment can accommodate 1nany non-white families with 1nodern and desi ·~·
able types of fe.cilitie s .

Ccrnmercial Development
The most important cor:centration of retail trade facilities is in the c e(.-·
tral business district which comprises approximately 14 city blocks. The
center of this district is along Clen1.atis between Narcissus and Poinsettia
Avenues . I-lere are concentrated department stores, specialty shops: and
chain stcres as \Vell as the ether outlets that enjoy the largest volume of
retail sales. Here also are located the 1najority cf the offices serving C1P.
community. There are oppurtunities for more intensive use of this di:tr j_·:;·;:l
and there is adequate roon1 i'or expansion to the north and south althoug:n ~ }rc:
lake and the railroad restrict expansion to the east ai1d west.
The present business district should continue to be the major retail
center in the West Palm Be a ch area . Ho·wever as previously indicated,
many in1proven1.ents are necessary to n1aintain the value and usefulness cf
this district, particularly imp:r·ovements of acc---ss streets and of off-stree '.
parking facilities. In addition to the future retail outlets that may be lo':' ai"r~{ :
within this center, it is particularly de sira.ble that additional office space 1:- s
c oncent:raL.. d therein.
J

In accordance with current trends , a large proportion of ne\v comme -."·': :n..l
outlets will locate inareas beyond the central business district. It is ver~:
desirable, however, that the stores be concentrated at strategic locatiori::
rather than to be widely scat tered along the main streets. Such concent--- a
tions provide many advantages to shoppe rs. They can visit several stor e~;.
parking only once. It is also in1perative that such centers be improved wi :...J.
adequate off-street parking facilities .
In the larger metropolitan areas, there is a pronounced trend toward L1e
development of large regional shopping districts comprising 20 acres or m ~..~ re
and providing ample off-street parking space . Examples are the Crenshaw
Center in Los Angeles and the Northgate center in Seattle. A properly
located regional shopping center would be de sir able, eventually to serve th:-~
West Palm Beach area. It should definitely be located within the corporate
limits so that the city would continue to gain the advantages of the high
assessed valuation (and consequent greater revenue) prevailing in the com·mercial districts.
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Studies of many cities reveal that an average of approximately 0.25 acres
of commercial development has been required to serve each 100 persons of
the local population. T his ratio has, however, been increasing during the }2.r;~:
ten years because of the trend toward lower buildings and the provision of
off-street parking facilities within the business districts. It is expected tha~
this trend will continue in the future, and during the period covered by this
report, the local populatiorJ. should require approximately 0. 5 acres of commercial development for each 100 persons.
In accordance with this standard, an increase of 30,000 population wa l(.d
require 150 additional acres of commercial development, while an incre a f;c :y~
40i000 persons would require 200 additional acres for co1nmercial use. A.
portion of this future area will undoubtedly be developed within the presen:,
improved sections of the city. However, a substantial amount of it should
logically be distributed throughout the Westward Expansion A.rea.
The smaller neighborhood centers should include the usual grocery an~
drug stores, filling stations and similar service facilities, but the new reg:.:__;:-:al shopping center migJ."lt well contain a department store, chain stores) an6
specialty shops. In fact, it s~"!ould contain facilities to meet all the retail
needs of the family. The lux"..lry specialty shops will undoubtedly continue 1.0
be concentrated in the Town of Palm Beach, and few, if any, of these wo~ld ': e
needed in the development of West Palm Beach.
L1custri2l Development
The location, charact ,~ r aad extent of the existing industriaJ. developr~e . ·,~
has been discussed in precedj_ng sections. There is certainly ample space
available within the present city for much f"11ture industrial growth but there
are no facilities that would accommodate large plants requiring 20 to 40 ac1 r:- .::.
or more.
Since the type of industrial developn1ent that is anticipated in the fut·rc~
will not require large individual tracts, there should be little difficulty ir!
accommodating the majority of the new industries in the existing district:::
However, the availability of industrial districts ha-ving adequate railroC?.ci.
service and containing considerable vacant land, so that industries can c 1:· .~ - ..:~
from a variety of sites and find one to meet their peculiar requirements;. ~ ·~
an important advantage. It would, therefore, be logical to provide a disb. ic
of this nature near the south~a st corner of Clear Lake. Furthermore,
serious consideration should be given to providing a large and compact are a
for future industrial developme nt between the Seaboard and Florida East
Coast Railroarls just wt:st and north of the port. Ample vacant land is still
avaiJable in this general location which would be conveniently accessible to
the existing uroan development. This area is located so that it will have a
minimum amount of adverse effect upon the existing and future residential
development.
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EXISTING CC IVIMUNITY F ACILITIEE:
It is essential that the plan for improving the Westward Expansion Ar0 Ci
provide for supplementing the major community facilities within the pre S5 rr·city. Consequently 1 a study was made of the more important facilities novv·
available in West Palm Beach~ particularly major streets, transit lines,
schools, parks and public buildings. This section contains a brief sur.o.rr.~. ar:
of the modern, desirable standards for such facilities and an analysis of the
adequacies, defects and needs of such facilities within the City of West Fa~.r.1.
Beach.

Ni ajor Streets
In urban communitie s, transportation is one of the major problems. Ir,;,
a motorized economy; streets are one of the most important physical facili ~
ties affectifig the welfare and growth of an urban area ..

IVIajor streets should normally be about one-half mile apart. Such ~'t)8.c
ing will mean not more than une -fourth mile travel distance between th8 S(~
streets and residential struc tu res. In the vicinity of the central busine::::,
district, major streets should be less than one-half mile apart since mo1:· E~
routes are neede d to accomn1.oJate the large volames of traffic entering a r.J_,
leaving this important center . Some cf the major streets serving the rna i.!.:.
business district and outlying shopping ce nters should extend beyon d the cit:..as state and county highways serving the rural areas. Such routes will
normally carry the largest volumes of traffic and sho 1ld be improved to a
high standard.
IVIinor streets can, and logically should, be comparatively narrow,
curving and indirect. Such design of n1inor streets will discourage their 1\ ~-·
by large volumes of fast-mov i ng or through traffic, and thus the adjoinir..~~
residential areas will be properly protected and can continue to be desir2j:, . . ,
locations for hotne s.
The width of a stree t shc uld be r e lated to the volume of traffic it w ~.1: ·~ '::
expected to carry. Streets leading to the business district, and especially
those accommodating traffic £ro1n the rur a l are a s, should normally be
improved for two lanes of moving traffic in each direction and generally one
parking laz1e on 8ach side oi the street. VJhere right -of-way widths of 100
feet are obtainable, it is highly desirable that opposing traffic strea ms b e
separated by a median strip four to six fee t in width.
Intermediate between the arterial thoroughfares and the minor resident i.a.l
streets are the wide local streets running between the streets of major importance and acting usually as collectcrs for neighborhood areas. These
should provide one moving lane for traffic in each direction and one parking
lane on each side. Right-of-way widths should be 60 to 70 feet.
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The minor streets need provide only one moving lane for traffic, but
should be of sufficient width to permit parking on each side. Right-of-way
widths of 50 feet are usually adequate.
The Existing Streets of Major Importance
The existing streets of major importance are graphically shown on
Plate 9 which also shows schools and parks. As mentioned elsewhere i:c: t1 :: ~~
report, the existing developrr1ent of \Vest Palln Beach has channeled all
north- south traffic (and this is the n1ajor move1nent) into a very few str E.t;; u- .
only three of which (Poinsctli.a, Glive and Flagl2!' Drive) afford direct an(~
convenient access to the Centr-al Business District. Obviously~ these are
much less than one-half mile apart and the ir rights-of-way are too nar:r o··,~Poinsettia and Clive - even operated as one-way streets - have just about
reached capacity at the present time (judging from recent traffic counts
made by the State I-Iighway Department). There is urgent need for additionc: 1.
north-south thoroughfares in the West Palm Beach area to care for future
traffic and to relieve t::1e burden on the existing streets. Recognition of the
necessity of providing a by-pass route for through traffic is particularly
important. This need he.s been anticipated in the planning for the interstate
route located in the VIe stwarct Expansion Area.
J

The present location of :~1e Florida East Coast Railway interposes a
barrier to eros stown traffic ·:hroughout the City of West Palm Beach~ sinc . . ;many of the east-\vest streE Ls "dead-end" at the reailroad. The numerou~
and lengthy trains operated over the F' .E .C. Railway cause considerable
delay to traffic. The city does have a few good cross-town streets, partic1~
larly Ckeechobee and Belvedere Roads and Southern Boulevard. Son1e of
these extend into the outlying rural areas as ·well as across . Lake 'North to
provide connections with the Town of Pal:rn Be ach. The location of the str 8c: -.~
of major importance are shown on Plate; 9.
Substantial improvements are thus necessary in the existing major
street system. Street widening \vithin and near the central business distri (..
will probably prove impracticable because of high costs. Consequently, it "'.s
essential that the major street system in the Westward Expansion Area be
designed to relieve congestion upon the north-south major streets within tL~:·
present city. Furthermore., some gocd east-west connections should be
provided between the new area and the Palrn B 8 ache s, and the more impor i· ·
ant of these should overpass the railroads.
Local Bus Routes
The use of transit facilities (busses or street cars) to supplement the
transportation of persons by auto is most essential in cities the size of We'2-J~
Palm Beach. Furthermore, bus routes are particularly important in resort
centers since many of the tourists do not bring their cars.
Plate 8 shows the location of existing bus routes serving the West Paln~.
Beach area. The majority of the bus lines extend in a north- south directi0r.
in order to accomrr1odate the major traffic movement. The bus routes are
located upon the more important major streets, which is a sound principle of
transit routing.
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Some adjustments of the bus routes nlight be desirable in the future,
particularly to eliminate the large loops. However, the present operation
of the routes either into or through the central business district is beth sc ~ n'l :J
and desirable. This is th~.:;; major objective of the transit riders, and they
should be able to travel between their hotne s and the business district with ~-.
minimum of delay. It is also desirable that son1.e of the local routes extcr.•·:
fro1n the central business district to nearby communities., thus encourar~~ .:!~·
customers from these comrrLunities to visit the main business district n :
West Palm Beach.
Currently, the busses on some of the routes operate at substantial
inter7als .. but this is probab}y related to the rioing habits along such lin8 :-..
Normally~ the operating conrpanie s are willing and anxious to provide P-~o: E
frequent service as it is warranted by the nun1ber of passengers riding a
particular line.
No bus lines now extend into the W8stward Expansion ~\rea but bec&t~ s~. 'lf
the proximity of this area to the West Palm Beach business district, it will
not be diffi~ult to e stat li sh new routes to serve developmen~ in this new
section.
Parks, Schools and Public Buildings
Parks
The City of \:Vest Falrr.;. :0each now possesses a cotnbined area of abo1;:,_
550 acres in parks, inclu~ . i ·~~- the Municipal Golf Course.. This total acreai_· ;~
compares favorably with tf...e accepted standard of one acre per 100 urban
residents. The distribution of the parks is shown on Plate 9.
1

The largest park consists of 186 acres which were recently acquired 2 D d
is located along the eastern side of the Seaboard Airline Railway between ~· -:. ~;
Municipal Golf Course and a line just north of Francis Street. This large
park is not yet developed and is being improved piecen1eal because of fin 2-•.: .' al
limitations. Because of its location at the southern end of the city, it is I' -..·
very well situated for city-wide use. The next largest area is found in fie ,~·:~ t d
Park which fronts on Lake Street between Park Street and Ckeechobee R ---·~: ·i .
A large portion of its 50 acres is developed for active recreation and bec·j·.. s e
of its central location, its facilities are within reasonable access of many ( ·l'
the residents of the city. Howard Park would, howeverJ be used by a relatively small portion of the future population in the Westward Expansion Ar E-. ! a.
Phipps Park, the third largest, is centrally located for the southern half of
the city and comprises about 30 c.cres. The remaining parks, with the
exception of Flagler and Currie Parks, which front on Lake WorthJ are ve r :y
small and serve principally as open spaces for passive recreation. The gc:tf
course is well patronized and is more than self-supporting according to
latest figures.
It will be noted that the majority of the parks are located in the southe:, ~ ..
half of the city, and there is a mar ked inadequacy of these facilities in the
northern portion. Hare, there is less vacant area and land acquisition for

Table I
ATTENDANCE AND CAPACITIES OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
West Palm Beach, Florida

ltJh i te Schoo Is
Map No.
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
116

Attendance
Mar . ..-L2.2J.

l.YQg

Capacity

Elementary
Junior High
Senior High
Elementary)
Junior High)
Elementary
Elementary
Junior High
Elementary

800
490
I ,200

719
323
I, 137

700
400
250
550
500

967
442
318
456
495

4,890

4,924

I ,000

I ,340

225
650

235
565

Sub Total

f ,875

2.140

Total

6,765

7,064

Name
Central
Central
*Palm Beach
Northborou~h

Southborough
Palmetto
Conniston
Belvedere
Sub Total

Colored Schools
95
96
98

Palmview
Pleasant City
Roosevelt

Elementary )
Junior High)
Senior High)
Elementary
Senior High

*Also serves Town of Palm Beach
Source:-

Palm Beach County School Board.
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parks will be difficult and costly. However, it is most desirable that neighborhood parks and playgrounds be acquired in this section during the next
30 years.
With the golf course and the new large park in the southern part oft~~
city, there is no need to p:rovide large park sites in the Westward Expan~l c,;:
Area. Adequate neighborhocd parks and playgrounds to serve the new res ·i.-dential areas are, however, necessary.
The Anderson Football Field of the Central High School . is the only f2..(.iiity in West Falm Beach "'Nhere stadium type sports can be held . .,.vVrigh)r
Field pro...tides the only satis?actory baseball diarnond and is used for the
spring training of the Phil&delphia Athletics' baseball team. .A.t the pres e·~~ ·~
time_, there are no municipally operated swim~ing pools and considere.ti•-'-tl.
has been given to the p~s sible construction of one or more public pools.
Much discussion has also been given to the construction of a municipal a 1 J.'l-: ~
torium which, in addition. to the normal use of auditoriums, would be avc:. il ~.::_· ·i..::
for tourist activities dur ing the winter season. Because of the importance c£
large competitive athletic events and the need for tourist af;tivities, serious
consideration should be given in the planning of the Westward Expansion
Area, to the future construction and improvement of these facilities.
Schools
The schools of West Palm Beach are administered by the Palm Beac~-.
County School Board. The 6--3-3 system of grades is now being follov!ed
except for certain instances wherein physical facilities have not been alte;:'r ;·
to permit the changeover. V'/ithin West Palm Beach, there are now seven
elementary schools, four junior high schools and three senior high schools,
Two of the elementary schools, one junior high school and two senior high
schools are utilized for colored pupils.
Figures for school attendance in March, 1951 indicate that attendance
now exceeds desirable capacity in the \Vest Palm Beach schools. This da' .~:
is contained in Table
and is also graphically shown on Plate 9. Crowdj_:.:·r
is most marked in the colored schools with these having a desirable capac.~t~
of only 11 875 and a IVIarch attendance of 2,140. The data further reveals E:~~~. ~
the existing school system in West Palm Beach could accommodate no add:··
tional enrollment from thG Vt/estward Expansion Area, and consequently, it ·~. ;,
essential that adequate new school facilities be provided in this new develc~
ment.
The location and size of the school grounds are shown on Plate 9. The
senior high school is centrally related to the attendance since it is near the
center of the city. I-Iov;ever 1 the Schcol Board is tentatively planning to erect
two new high schools - one to serve the northern part and the other the
southern section of the city. Several of the elen1entary schools are not welt
related to the residential areas that they serve. For example, the Northboi·ough Elementary School in the northern part of the city is very close to Lak'3
Worth, but much of its attendance comes from the residential development
west of the Florida East Coast Railroad.
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Vvith the possible exception of the Belvedere Elementary School .and the
Conniston Junior High School., all of the sites fail to meet ge nerally accepted
standards. Desirable modern standards propose that elementary school
sites contain a minimum of 5 acres, junior high school sites 10 to 15 acref;;>
and senior high school sites, 20 or more acres. Some of the older schools
within the city, particularly Southborough and Pleasant City., contain far l es:
area than these .desirable standards.
Commendable progress has been made toward the joint use of play
facilities at the school grounds by the County School Board anc the city's
Recreation Supervisor. e i s e xpe cted that compl8te arrange:.nents will t c
made in the near future for t~P. combined use of all school r e(!re ational
facilities. The arrangen1e nt::; vvill provide for the turning ove r of school
recreational facilities to a paid city R ecreation Supervisor at a spe cified
hour in the afternoon of regular school days and for the full day on Saturd3.:··r.. .
Such an arrangement ·should insure maximum use of school play areas b~r ~tr:-.
comn1.unity. The school would thereby become the center of a e ighb0rhoo d
activities.
Public Buildings
The majority of the public structures including the City Hall, the Cou.--t
House, the Jail and the Libra.:r y, are located at the northern edge of the cen(r ~··
business district. These ar e i ll close proximity to each other, but no progr·-:Hi ~
has been made toward the deve lopment of an outstanding grouping of public
structures with common open s pace. These buildings are, however, well
related to the main business district and to the city as a whole. Consequen··.- ~ ~-
they should be retained in their general location rather than moved to the n~ ·~~/
development area.
The Central Fire Station is also located in this general area and wil~ Lr:.
within reasonable distance of the eastern portion of the V/estward Expansion
Area. However, one or more new fire stations will be needed to serve the
new development that is anticipated within the project.
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PROPCSED PLAN OF DEVELCPMENT
The proposed plan for the development of the westward expansion are":1 · j
shown on Plate 10. The n1.ajor objective of this plan was to provide a deve ·:-opment that would conform to good current standards for modern urban liv-". ~-:.. ,;
yet insure maxin1un1 efficiency and economy. There were, however, 1na?1~'
other influencing factors that had to be considered in the design. For exaT;··.w·
ple, it was necessary that the major street system be fully coordinated wH:::
the surrounding street pattern and particularly with the street system in
West Palm Beach. The minor street pattern \vas frequently controlled by
factors of economy in providing for satisfactory disposal of storm water.
The various land uses had to be located so as to insure maximum econo1:.1:;
in muck removal and in filling operations. The size and shpae of the hvo
lakes was adjusted to providing adequate material for filling. A major
requirement was that adequate area be provided for the future development
of residential and other urb2.n facilities that would serve the cohesive mino~
ity groups. Following is a description of the major elements of the plan and
how they are related to the overall needs of the entire Palm Beach area.
Major Streets
The most important rnajor street influencing the development of the
¥1estward Expansion Area was the proposed express or super highway. T: ·.
is an important portion of the federal inter state highway systen1 and whe:c
completed, will be a new U. S. Highway I"~umber 1, extending along the enti:, ··:..
east co2.st. This highway will be improved to extremely high standards an·.
ultimately, there will be no intersecting streets at grade and no adjacent
development will have access to the main traffic lanes. It will be used pr~.,
marily for through traffic andJ as such, will be the route over v1hich vehic-~ __ :.r-,
from the north and south destined for Palm Beach will reach the commun.:.;/ .
Cf particular impcrtance to the City of vVest Palm Beach is the fact that ~ · •. :·~
route will accommodate practically all the through traffic (especially tru {; _~ , s;
that is now forced through the central business district and the balance of ·:· ··e
community. The highway will g1us have a major influence upon the entire
Palm Beach area.
1

The general location of this hignway had been deter1nined prior to the
initiation of this study and considerable right-of-way had been acquired
within the city south of Ckeechobe2 Road. vv·hile the location does separate
the southwestern portion of the \.~lestward E~pansion Area from the balance of
the tract, it otherwise has a very satisfactory relationship to the entire pruject. The location along the western part of the tract is particularly satisfactory, and in addition to providing convenient access to the area as well 2~
to the city, it will have the important advantaee of insuring that the new
development will be seen by many persons.
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Two traffic interchanges, of the clover-leaf type, wh1ch will provide a
convenient means for traffic to leave the highway and enter the local major
streetsJ or vice versa, will be provided in the project. Cne of the traffic
interchanges is located at the intersection of the express highway ·with 45th.
Street Extension. This will give access to and from the northern portion of
V\! est Palm Beach and will also serve Riviera Beach. A second interchange
is in the southern portion of the vVestward Expansion Area just west of Clear
Lake. This interchange is of rnajor importance, not only to the Westward
Expansion Area, but also to b'oth of the Palm Beach comrnunitie s. It will be
the location where practically all of the visitors to this area will leave the
express highway to reach the local development.
The rnost important major street in the proposed development is the
route that will provide access from the interchange at the southern portion
of the area to the center of the project and to both West Palm Beach and
Palm Beach. It is proposed that this new route will connect with a new
street that will be developed between 7th and 8th Streets east of the Seaboard.
Railroad, and after overpassing both the Seaboard and the Florida East Coa s~
Railroads, will curve to the south and connect with the Flagler Memorial
Bridge. This route is extremely well related to both West Palm Beach and
Palm Beach. It is at the northern extreme of the\Vest Palm Beach central
business district, and its connection with the Flagler Bridge provides for
very convenient access to the Town of Palm Beach.
Within the project, this major street is planned to have a 200 foot right
of-way which will provide for three moving lanes of traffic in each directioL
and a very wide parkway in the center. The character of this route will be
very similar to Royal Foinciana in Palm Beach. In addition, the new route
is located so the..t it will pass the proposed recreational center at the north€:;' .
part of Clear Lake and the area occupied by the ~'est Palm Beach Water
Company, (which will also have park-like characteristics.) .A. narrow park
strip is also proposed on the north side of this highway between the railroar:
and the canal between the t\1.:ro lakes to assure outstanding views. It would b . .
almost impossible to find a more unusual and attractive entrance to any
community, and it should substantially improve the character and advantageof the entire Palm Beach Area.
4

This new route would also extend south of the express highway connectin1-;
with Congress P. . venue and providing a very direct and convenient access to
the airport. It will also be used as a dir8ct entry to the city for the traffic
that enters the Palm Beach Area via Okeechobee Road. This street will
ultimately accommodate laree volumes of traffic and adequate pavement
widths must be provided to accommodate thl3 many vehicles. A detail of thj ~
improvement is included elsewhere in the report.
Another important major street will be a branch of this route which will
extend generally northward along Lake Mangonia and provide direct access to
the entire northern part of the area. This will also have a width of 200 feet
as far north as the 15th Street Extension. Thereafter a width of 100 feet wi ~ i
be adequate.
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Another street of major i:l:nportance to both the VI e stward Expansion
Area and the City of West P alm Beach is the extension of 15th Street westward through the ar12a and on to IVIilitary Road. It will be carried over the
express highway in the weste rn part of the are a, but no traffic interchange
is proposed. This route will eventually carry much traffic to and from the
\Vest and will also be used as dir·e ct entry into West Palm Beach by many of
the vehicles originating in the northern part of the project. As new development occurs, both 7th and 15th Streets will be needed to accommodate the
vehicular movement between this new area and the central part of the existing
develop1nent. The 15th Street route has a proposed right-of-way width of
150 feet between the Seaboard Railroad and the wide major street west of the
canal between the two lakes. This will permit an adequate number of traffic
lanes as well as a wide parkway strip in the center. It is recommended that
eventually this highway be elevated wherever it crosses the railroads.
Anothe r important major stre~t is the one located between the railroad
and Lake Iviangonia. This will not only serve the intensive development
anticipated in this section of the area, but will also conn2ct with streets
extending north of the area and thus should accommodate rnuch through traff.: c
movement that now uses streets within the City of \Vest Falm Beach. Bet-l};':;c; n
this street and the existing developrnent within the city will be major stre 0t~~
connecting \Vith both 23rd and 36th Streets. T hus there will be four impor ~ ~
ant major street connections between the nevv area and VJest P alm Beach h~
addition to the existing 45th Street and Ckeechobee Road.
Several other major streets c..re proposed both in a north- south and an
east-west dirGction. Fer tho n1ost part., these major streets are located
about one-half mile apart, and thus would leave a large compact area for
residential developrnent that can be irnprov e d with indi:i:·ect n1inor streets a,~~
the residential development should be alrnost entirely free of any through,
fast-moving vehicles. T hese routes shoul d adequately accom1nodate all
necessary movements of vehicles between major traffic objectives. They
will have a right-of-way width of either 100 or 90 feet, depending upon the
volume of traffic which is anticipated thereon. Suggested eros s- sections c:
the improvement of these major thoroughfares is contained in a later secti ~ -,...
of this report.
Residential Areas
An analysis of local building permits in the Vvest Palm Beach area reveals that single-family dwGllings have been the predominant.type ofresidentjc..l
units constructe d during the past several ye c..rs. Consequently, a substantia l
amount of the residential sections in the \t\/estward Expansion Area should be
restricted for single-family use. However, the a rea is so largo that it wou ... d
be neith2r sound nor practicable to plan or restrict all of the residential
property for single-family use and instead, a de quate provisions should be
made for duplexes and multiple dwellings as well as for the more commerc i·~.l
type of living facilities such as hotels and tourist accommodations.

·.

Table 2
SUMMARY OF AREAS
CCCU? IED BY PRCFC 0ED USE S

vVe stward

:Expansion Area

\7est F alm Beach, Florida

A.cres
Lakes, Ponds and Canals
P arks
Playgrounds
Schools and Neighborhood Parks
College Site
Community and Recreational
Golf Course
Oemi- P ublic
Commercial
Industrial
\ATest Paim Beach i}.J ater Company
County Farm A ddition
Right-of-way for Superhighway, Interchanges and 7th Street Connection
Streets
Hotel Sites
Motel and Trailer Areas
Vvhite R ental Areas
Non-white R ental Areas
Vl hite Single -family A.reas
Non-white 0ingle -far.aily A reas
T ctal

Fercentage
of T otal

1,190.43
64.15
29.32
170.74
26.94
48.78
142.02
22.98
114.53

22 .. 5

78.76

1.5
1.2

62.81
30.58
246 .oo
8 54.6 5
21.63
86.42
303.75
154.23
1,581.04

70.56
-5,300.32

1. 2
0.6
3.2
0.5
0,9

2.7
0.4
2.2
0.6

4.6
16.1
0.4

1.6
5.7
2.9
29.9
1.3
100 . 0
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The plan proposes that practically all of the property west of the Seaboard
Railroad and between the two lakes be used for multiple dwellings and also that
multiple dwellings be permitted in the areas around the major shopping center.
These locations are very convenient to existing development within Vlest Palm
Beach as well as to existing ernployment and shopping centers. Further~ these
are the areas that will be traversed by the largest volumes of vehicular movements and consequently, would be somewhat less desirable for single-family
development. They should also have the most convenient and adequate transit
service and their proximity to the new shopping center is particularly important.
·vv hile the areas would be close to streets carrying large volumes of traffic~
they would contain many desirable locations since a portion of the rental prop ··
erty v1ould front upon either L ake lVIangonia or C lear Lake or up-on the ponds ox·
small lakes that are a part of the storm water draina ge system. They also have
convenient access to public schoolgrounds and to recreational areas.
A. third multiple dwelling area is proposed in that portion of the project
lying at the southwestern corner and which is separated from the remainder l'Y
the express highway. This~ together with the proposed shopping center, single -family development and school and park would provide for a self-contained
neighborhood. It is probable that n1any of the apartments and duplexes erected
in this section would be in the medium to lower rental ranges.
It .is recommended that the privately developed area east of the new cana ·1.
between the two lakes and also the narrow s trip e xtending northward along the
east side of Lake Iv'I angonia as far south a s the school and park area and the
\Vater Company area, be used for non-w·hite residential purposes. The majo:r~.t.~\r
of this will be for rental development but there v.rill also be some single-fami ~ :.·
residences, This area is very convenient to the proposed school and parks a s
well as to a new shopping center. These neighborhoods could conform with a :i.:i.
desirable modern standards and should attr a ct much new growth.

Larger lots have been provided in the multiple dwelling districts with the
majority having dimensions of 100 by 200 feet. This ·will accom1nodate a lar f?
apartment building and still leave ample surrounding open space including ar Er~
for the off-street parking of the tenants' autos. Somewhat stnaller lot sizes
have been proposed for non-white rental housing although here there is ample
opportunity to acquire more than one lot if a larger building is de sired.. It s h,J t~l d
fur ~ her be noted that while both minor streets and lot lines are proposed in the
rental area~ it would be entirely possible for a developer to acquire an entire
neighborhood or a substantial portion thereof and to change the minor street
pattern so as to provide a different arrangement of buildings and open spaces
such as the modern garden type apartments. The proposed lot arrangement
should prove desirable in the non-white area, however, for it appears that the re
will be considerable demand for the acquisition of individual lots and the erection of multiple dwelling units thereon.
In addition to the construction of apartments within this area 1 it would also
be possible and practicable to develop duplexes and to operate rooming and
boarding houses and tourist hon1.es.
Table 2 contains data regarding the area occupied by the several uses
proposed in the plan. The multiple dwelling area comprises a total of 458
acres of which 154 acres are proposed to be used by the non-white population.
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This latter area will probably be developed at a somewhat higher density than
the remainder of the multiple dwelling area and could easily accon1modate
1.665 families or a gross density of 32.6 persons per acre. This density
compares very favorably with desirable densities in other communities. It
would provide very satisfactory living conditions and should enable the neighborhood to maintain its value and desirable character over a long period.
The balance of the residential area should be reserved for single -family
homes and the street pattern has been arranged to provide for maximum protection for the single -fa1nily developments. Through traffic is discoura;ged 2:i.1d
there are many dead-ended courts or blocks. It will, however, be noted that
adequate access if provided between the residential neighborhoods and that a
few secondary n1ajor streets extend through several neighborhoods, particularly to provide access to schools, recreational areas and shopping centers.
Three general lot sizes are provided in the single-family development.
The larger lots have a width of about 100 feet and vary in depth from 150 to
200 feet& These larger lots are generally located near the lake, around the
ponds and in areas fronting upon the golf course and some of the recreational
developments. Medium sized lots have an average width of 7 5 feet and a dep~t.
of 115 to 150 feet. The smaller lots have a width of 60 feet and a depth of fr crn
115 to 135 feet. Some of the lots that are proposed for colored occupancy ha\··2
a width of 50 feet. V:/ith so n1uch area available, there is no reason why satisfactorily sized lots can not be provided, particularly since the current trend
is to\¥ard wider houses and there is definite need for ample open spaces
between residences.
It should be noted that the different sized lots are not all confined to one
location but instead, many of the single-fan1ily neighborhoods contain all thr ~)~·
sizes and all of thern contain srnall and mediu:rn sized lots.

The plan provides that lots will rear on the more important major stree ':--;
so as to provide better protection for the residences and to also result in a
minimum of interference with the heavy traffic movements. However, becau J:~
of economy, the homes are proposed to front upon the other major streets.
All residential development rears rather than fronts upon the express highwC~~~?
and thus there will be no need for local service roads along the expressway
within the project.
Industrial, Commercial and Hotel _1\reas
Industrial Areas
The only industrial district proposed within the project is south of the
present water plant on the east and southeastern shores of Clear Lake. The
area is not well suited for residential use but because of its frontage along the
Seaboard Railroad and proximity to the generating plant of the Florida Power
and Light Company, is a sound location for industrial development. It is also
close to the existing industrial development along the railroad east of Okeecl:obee noad. In fact, with the removal of some poor residences, the proposed and
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the existing industrial developments could be combined into a large, compact
and logically located industrial section. T he proposed industrial tract area
contains 78.7 acres and can be readily served with switch tracks from the
Seaboard Railroad.
Study was also given to the desirability of utilizing other portions of the
project imn1ediately adjacent to the Seaboard Railroad for industrial use.
However, this is not practicable because of several conditions, First, it is
very important that a north- south major street be located west of and gener c.lly
parallel to the railroad and the narrow width between the lakes and the tre..ck c.
would not perrnit an adequate depth for indu.strial sites between the railroad
and the major street. Fu~ther, some of the best residential districts within
the city are now located immediately east of the railroad and it would not be
sound planning to separate this residential development from the propos e d
residential development along the east side of Lake Mangonia with industrial
uses. If additional area, particularly large sites, is needed within or near tr..a
city, it is recommended that an industrial district b e provided along the
Seaboard Railroad, north of 45th Street.
Commercial Areas
Two major types of commercial area are proposed. One might be cali ,_::· ;.
a major or regional business district and the other, the smaller, neighborhoc (·
type of shopping center which is distributed through the residential areas.
It is expected that the present central business district vvithin West Pa ~ rQ.
Beach will continue to be the major business center for the entire Palm Beac ~:
area. However, this area is already congested because of narrow streets an ·:~
inadequate off-street parking space s. Major problems already confront the
officials and property owners, in providing improved access and enough parl~ 
ing spaces to maintain the center's pre sent V3.lue and usefulness. Additional
commercial growth is expected e..nd should be encouraged in this older distri .·.":
but it can not be expected to attract all the future commercial developmer:t
within the Palm Beach area. Previous discussion indicated that outlying sho},.
ping centers are already developing at a rapid rate.

The n1ajor shopping district in the new project should be located withi!:. Lie
area immediately west of the interconnecting cc..nal between the two lakes and
between the proposed 7th and 15th Street major thoroughfares. This area is
conveniently related to the e ntire project. Further J it is immediately adjacent
to important major thoroughfares that extend not only to the project area but i:o
the entire Palm Beach region. This should attract customers other than tho s e
that will live in the new development.
The major district contains an area of 58 acres and can be improved irl
accordance with the most modern standards and practices. It is recommended tL<:'..~
the stores be located near the center of the tract and that the area between them ar.-r:.: .
th~· boundary streets be utilized for vehicula r parking. This will enable prac. ···
tically all customers to park within 400 feet or less of the storesJ and further 3
there would be no conflict between vehicular movement and customers walkin..:.;
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between the many stores. It is recommended that this center be so developed
that there will be at least three times as much parking space as there is
coinmercial floor space in the stores and shops.
This major business district will naturally afford competition with the
present business district in West Palm Beach, yet if proper improvements are
made in the latter area, the adverse results will be minor rather than major.
Further, and of particular importance, is the fact that the proposed major
district in the Westward Expansion Area \Vould be located \Vithin the corporate
limits of 'Nest Palm Beach and thus the city would receive the taxable income
therefrom. In rnany comn1unities, these large: modern, regional shopping
centers have developed beyond the corporate limits and the city obtains no
revenue from them.
A total of six neighborhood shopping districts are proposed in the balance
of the project. These are much smaller than the major business district and
are primarily intended to serve nearby residential developments. They are
spaced approxilnately one mile apart and the majority of them would contain
grocery · and drug stores, personal service shops, service stations and the like
These six neighborhood centers range in area from 4. 75 acres to 14.75 acres
and contain a total area of 56<'53 acres.

o

Two of the nei.ghborhood centers, nan1.ely the one on the south side of 45th
Street Extension and the one on the north side of Okeechobee Head, in the
extreme southwestern part of the project, are somewhat larger than the others
since they would also serve residential areas lying north or south of the
project. A neighborhood shopping center is proposed east of 15th Street and
VJ est of the Seaboard Hailroad to se:L"ve the colored residential districts. Th::. s
is very conveniently related to both the rental and single-family districts an::-2
could also serve the existing and future colored hornes between the two railroads. It should be intensively used and serve a large number of customers<
These neighborhood shopping centers should also be improved with offstreet parking facilities but since they would primarily serve the immediat~.:! l"_?
adjacent neigi1borhoods, it is not essential that the ratio of three times as
much parking space as commercial floor area be adher-ed to in their develop -· ·
ment. However_. it is recommended that there be at least twice as much par!;: ing space as there is commercial floor area.
Hotel Areas
Preceeding data has revealed that the Pahn Beach communities should
attract additional tourist trade in the future. \11/hile there are now extensive
rental facilities within the City of \1/est Palm Beach and the Town of Palm
Beach, additional facilities will be r8quired during the next thirty years. Cf
particular importance is the fact that many tourists are interested in newer
and more modern types of living facilities.
An area containing 21.6 3 acres for the develop1nent of hotels and apartment hotels is proposed between the main access road and the northwestern
portion of Clear Lake. These large lots have unusually fine settings and views
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along this large body of water. They are also very conveniently related to the
municipal recreation center lying imn1ediately east of the canal and to the
regional business district. Their location along the main access route is very
important from the standpoint of the travelling public and affords very excellent accessibility to the entire Palm Beach area. It is not expected that hotels
similar to the Breakers or the Biltmore will be erected in this general
location, but it is not unreasonable to expect that a substantial hotel development will occur. Large lots are proposed so that there will be much open
space around the buildings as well as an1ple area for vehicular parking.
Recognizing the trend toward, and popularity of, the modern motel type o:·
rental facility, a substantiJ.l ~rea has been provided for this use at the intersection of tte express highway and the main access road between the expressway and the City of Vvest Falm Beach. Since the area borders the expresswa:· ..
it would be readily seen by passing rnotorists. This development also has
frontage on C !ear Lake which together with the small park, should be a very
attractive and desirable location for tourists. There are many fine examples
of good motel deveJ.opme nts in Florida and a high standard of improvements
should be maintained in the proposed district. It should prove to be one of the
most desirable and financially profitable features of the entire project.
It is further recommended that the portion of the project lying south of
the express· highway on both sides of Ckeechobee Road be utilized for trailer
courts. These would be so separated frorn the baletnce of the area that there
should be no adverse influence a.d d it is further proposed that these would be
under strict control sc as not to prcve unsightly and would insure a good
standard of living conditions.

Schools, F arks, F ublic a nd Se .rni- ? ublic Areas
The analysis of existing community facilities revealed that with the po:: si ·
ble exception of a senior high school., it would be necessary to provide new
school facilities to serve :he entire project area. Past experiences i 1 mod~rL
urban development has also reveRled that an adequate system of school play grounds and neighborhood parks are one of the most effective means of insu;."ing de sir able re sidcntial areas and of 1naintaining their value over a long
period. It will thus be sound econon~y to provide an adequate system of sch0 o~
and recreational areas in the Vvestward Expansion /1-rea, even at the loss of
some property that otherwise might be used for r2 sidential development.
The plan proposes a combined system of schools and neighborhood parks.
This as sure s a.n adequate playground for the use of children during school and
non-school periods and also provides recreational area that can be used by all
per sons living in the neighborhood. Further, the schools can be so de signed
that they contain facilities for indoor community activities and thus a complete
year round community center will be available.
A total of eight elementary school sites are proposed within the project
These range in area from 9.,0 acres to 2 9 .,5 acres and contain a total of
127.0 acres. Practically all of the sites are located within the interior of
neighbor}-loods rather than on mRjor ~treets and the maximum walking distance
a1·ea.
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between the homes and the school grounds seldom exceeds 3,000 feet or slightly more tha:1 one-half mile. Thus, there is a maximum of convenience and
safety for the school children. ·fhe school sites will primarily serve residential development in the Vlestward Expansion Area rather than surrounding
neighborhoocis, but the elementary school site at the northeast corner of
Lake IVfangonia will also serve a large number of residents lLring tetween the
two railroads in the general vicinity of 36th Street. T'vo of the ele1nentary
schools are located in th . ~ non-white residential districts and here it is possible that the larger schoo ~. site :r...ay also have to pr ovide some junior high
school facilities. ,. .1"'his r:e cd can be L.r.ally da~er::r_ined only af:er a ~ompl.~ t e
study of the <;;ntirc school ;:;y~te1n in the \N"e st Fal!:1. Beach ar E: a.
Two junior high schools are proposed and they are so located that they
would be reasonably co ~v·enien t to all children in the project. The jt~ nior h i~:L
school just W·3 St of the nj_ajor 'iJ ·~sine;:; ~: dist!'ict con tains a large area and i~ rr.J..<. . /
be pos sibla t~1at a sanior h5.gh s~hool v;ill al ~3o have to b2 developed here -~ o
serve rnany of thE. ~) 1.: pi!.:: living in thf;. l:>roje e;t area. This improven:..e nt w~l i_
depend upor.. the f::1al de si.c.ion of the C ounty School Board regardine :ts terta ·
tive plans to cons ·~ruct -~v.;o new senior high schools within West Palrr_ Beach.
If these two high sc!-lools are constructed, there should be little need for a
third high school in the new a rea.
T~J.8 junior hi ~;h sct.ool sHe s contain 17 ,.8 9 and 2 5. 7 acres, respective l:r..
It is a:fo recomm0nded that thP.s e grounds and school buildings be used fo r

neighborhood recrEation and other community purposes.
Elemeni:a ry sc ~1ool enrollr.u.Ent now approxima.te s about 9 percent of the
West Palm :S each population so J~ hat the nu:.-:1ber o-£ proposed schools is entir e :~)
adequate. The enr·ollment would probably ~.ue :r a gE:: about 400 per school and
there need never b e more than 500 at any L-:.:iividual site. Thus the plan fo:'
schools confo:"ms to modern sta ndards and to the probable ultimate growth
requirements in the Westvvard :Zxpansion .Area.
Currentl:r, th c:-e is r:l 1.1.ch local interest in securing a new site for a j Jnj . ~ . .
college. Se-v :2 ral offers oT' land have a l ready been made for the developme r:: :. ~:
this new campus an:l the \.ilestward E x pansion Area was studied to select a
potential site. The plan E.hows a propose d :ncation at the northwest corner o~
Clear Lake ir.tlm2diately ;:;outh of the area proposed for hotel development. It
is doubted that a more de sir ab le site could be found in the entire Palm Beach
area. The tr a ct would overlook Clear Lake which would provide an unusually
fine setting for the building or b uildings. It would h ave frontage upon the rr. . a~.!.~
access route ~~.nd t ir.1s woald be seen by a large number of persons. Further _, ~t
would be ve r y convc:: nient to future possible transporation and would have the
added advant2.ge of proximity to tha large r !_(!re ati0nal areas along the north
shore of Cle:=tr La l~c, tht~ s eliminating the n a8 d for constructing expensive
recreational areas ·..1pon the car'lpus. A site of 26.J acres has been reserved
for this use vvhich should be entirely adequ8..te for future needs. If, for any
reason, the school should be located else where# this site would still be a mo s -'~
logical locaticn for some other' instit'-.:i.tion.
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Parks
In addition to the park areas that-are- combined with the several school
sites, the plan proposes three additional types of park development. The first
are the park areas that are distributed ar·o und the shores of the two lakes.
These are primarily intended for access to the water but they would also contain so1ne facilities for active recreation as well as facilities for picnicing,
walking and other for1ns of passive recreation that can be enjoyed by the entir e
family. Related to these areas is the strip of land more tha.n 100 feet in w~dth
between the urban development and the \Yai:eTs' edge which e~:.cL·cles beth
lakes. This is to be owned and controlled by t!J.e ~iVest Paln1. Beach \Vat0r
Company, for m3.intenance purposes and for protection of the water in the
ter n1inal storage. However, this strip should be planted and landscaped so
that there will be e.n attractive strip of park around both lakes.

The second typ~ of park area is the :arge park and res r en?.~onal 8.t' 8 a .~y ·
ing l;et\veeE the mat ~·l. access hlghv;ay and t:1c north shoY"e cf c.>~2ur .Lake ,, Ot~c
of the first i:rnpl'ove:LYl9nts in t h.is a:r·ea sb. ou:tc.. !Je an auditor:!urn VJhjch v~· oulJ
not only ser-ve loc·al requirements, but wo~ld als\. prov i de excellent fac:J. !.L~(·S
for the winter tourists. A large svvimming pool is proposed near the auditcr·ium.. The we stern part of the tract should be improved with a new basehail
dian1.ond which could be used for the spring trai:.1ing of major league ball
tean1s and a fo o·.:ball f1eld and stadiun1. accommodating the major contests i ·-..
the entire Palm Beach area [::':.•.ould also be erected~ There is a1nple ca·sa tc
devblop facilities that could a1eet all local recre2.tional needs and constrJ.ctio-r•
could take place as conditions ,.varrant ite _t\.dequate vehicular parking sp2c -; i~
provided ·Nhich is seldon1. found in other s:imilar j.Jrojects. This tract is
ideally l~J'~sted 'i:o serve both the new area and tJ·. . e existing city and can be r ·~j ·
of the most valuable and desirable features of tl.~.e entire project.
The third type of recreational park area is the stnall playgrounds Uw'
are distributed ~hrou gh the residential districts. Each of these contain &.h e 1.L;
1. 5 to 2 acres and are :orirnarily intended for the use of younge r childrer~ .
They wi]l ~. -lppl -: :m.ent th2 school play areas and are so located that pract l c·:.·:.·:-y
no child would ha~,e to talk r.-...ore than one-fourth of a mila to re ach eithe::. ·
playground or a schoolground.,
There are also some triangular open park areas at the intersectio:.;.s or
three main high,;r;ays at ~he southeast corner of the majo!"' business distr ict ..
These vvill have little t-~se fo~_. recreational purposes but they should be attr.!...tctively planted and land sc aped . They will be important factors in irsurin& :...;
unusually attractive and spac~. otts chara..; .. .::r in t.he entire development.
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Public and Semi-public Areas
The largest public and semi-public area is the golf course at the extreme
western portion of the area. Vvhile it may be many years before this is
improved 1 it can be a very important portion of the entire development. It
would not only provide an important service to people living within the new
area 1 but because of its convenient location, it should be intensively used by
the winter tourist. It utilizes an area which contains a considerable number of
trees.
Sites for churches and other semi-public buildings are distributed throughout the project. These are usually located near the shopping c8nte:rs so that
the off- street parking facilities in the commercial district would be available
for the persons attending church services or other activities. They thus
insure maximum use of the parking areas and will also act as a b 11ffer betw0en
the shopping districts and the residential developments. A.s extens:!.ve develop~
ment occurs, addHional sites for churches and other semi-pub~1c uses may t 0
necessary, bt:.t ample area should be available for such iznprovol'!J.?.r_t s.
Normally 1 thsy should be provided at the intersection of major t.tlOr'YJghfare s J
IVIinor Street System
The mi::-or street system has been de signed in accordance with 1nodern
standards and pra :~:ices. While careful consideration was given to the de sigr..
of the rninor stree·i:s so as to facilitate the disposal of storm water, t~1e ma,jcr
objective was to pr·ovide a street system that would discourage large veh~cu: s:.~
1noven:..ents through the residential areas. Efforts were also made to have a
minimum of mino:c streets intersecting the rD.ajor thoroughfares so as to
reduce the conflict with the faster moving traffic along the major streets.
Only a few of the minor streets extend continuously through more than cn~8
neighborhood. In e'le se instance 51 such continuous streets are primarily nee ::8 ~
to give direct and convenient access between the residential areas and the
schoolground s.
P1·actically all of the minor streets are proposed to have a 50 foot right ·v
of-way '¥hich will be entirely adequate for the requirements of local traffic.
The few minor streets that are extended through more than one neighborhood ~:>
provide access to school grounds 1 will have a right-of-way of 70 feet.
Even though the minor street system has been designed to discourage
through traffic, there is a minilnum number of dead-end or cul-de-sace stree ts
and thus the system ·will facilitate the development of a water system that \Vill
have very few dead-ended water mains.
Lakes and Canals
The extensive and important terminal storage for the water supply sys t8l~l
that will result from the dredging and improvement of the lakes, is discus sed
elsewhere in this report. Further, the recreational potentialities of the lakes
were discussed in connection with the park system. The value of these two
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large bodies of water to the entire project an not be overemphasized. They are
one of the major features in assuring a desirable residential character throughout the entire Vvestward Expansion Area. The lots along the lake shores and
near theretoJ are unusually desirable and should command a high value.
The ponds that are proposed just west of Lake Mangonia -are exceedingly
important elements in the dredging and storm water disposal programs, but
they are also important from the standpoint of improving the charactar and
desirability of the residential development.
The canals are the basic means of disposing of the storn~ ·Hater. \iVl.,ile
they will involve some maintenance proble:tnsJ they are an incisrens&.blo p::>rtion of the entire project. The cost of disposing of all stortn wa:er 5.n underground pipes would be prohibitive. Adequate easements have been placed
along all canals and drainage ditches so as to provide access r~)!' :naintenance
purposes.
The city should be responsible for the :!laintenance of the s0 c:::taals 2. ·!.c~ .:_-:
will be necessary to impose strict regulations against the disp :) sa1 .:_·f ~ro.sa o -rother debris within or alor:;.g them. Some danger is always inherent a:<..:ng
bodies of water but the potential danger is undoubtedly less than the possibilities of accidents resulting from the large number of fast moving vehicles
along the major streets. Further, canals and waterways are very co:tr.r.o.D~1 in
urban dcvelopmeEts along Florida's east coast. The important requireiJX)t"lt
is that the canals in the VlesLvard Expansion Area be be:ter tnaintained .s.nd
police d than many of the existing canals in the Pal:n Beach area.
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PUBLIC SER.VICES AND PilCTECTIVE PRCVISIONS

Throughout this report_, it is emphasized that the plans for the V/e stward
Expansion Area envision a high standard of development for residential and
commercial areas and for the various public areas such as schools and park.:: .
In order to protect this development, it is essential that the public service f,
furnished to the \tVestward Expansion Area be of an equally high standa--:- d..
Further, there should be adequate prote~t:ve 1neasure s such as zoning reeulations and deed restrictions to insure that the development will maintain its
value and character over a long period of time.
The public services necessary to maintain desirable communities
include mass transportation facilities., collection of garbage and tra sh, c:.nd
fire and police protection. The first two of these may be provided eitl-l :·:;· ·: ,J
public or private companies., but the city should exercise adequate contrcl ·.: o
assure that desirable standards will be maintained.
Mass Transportation
Plate 8 contains data regarding the location of existing bus routes in tl :~
\Vest Palm Beach .A.rea. The majority of these bus routes operate in a norfL. ··
south direction. As the Westward Expansion Area is developed, it will be
necessary to provide bus routes within the improved sections. This will
require some east and west routes, but will impose no unusual conditions.
Following are some of the majore requirements that should be observed in
providing the new bus routes:
1. All new routes should operate over the major thoroughfares.
2. The routes must be planned to provide adequate service between th ~
residential areas and the present business district of West Palln Beach.
Many of the routes should also pass the proposed major business district L.l
the nevv area. Thus, 7th and 15th Streets should accommodate the majority
of the new routes.
3. Several of the new routes should extend beyond the business district
in West Palm Beach to serve existing developed sections both to the north
and south and especially, the Town of Palm Beach.
4. Bus service should also be provided through the Westward Expansio~
Area to the Palm Beach International Airport and to more outlying re sidential sections.
Garbage and Trash Collection
The collection of garbage and trash has a very important bearing on the
public health standards of a community. It is essential that garbage be sto-r:: J.
in tight containers, properly located and collected at frequent intervals. At
the present time, garbage collection in West Palm Beach is maintained as :;.
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public service provided by the city. Garbage from residential areas is collecte d fwice a week; ga~bage from commercial areas is collected daily, and
the city makes a charge to the individual commercial establishment for this
service. Similar arrangements should be extended to the Westward Expansion Area as it is developed.
Fire and F olice Protection
Plate 9 showed the location of the three existing fire stations within
West Palm Beach. The tentative program for the expansion of the fire p!'o ·
teet ion facilities has included the construction of a new fire station sorr.i. 3\?l:·.L~ ·":".:::
in the vicinity of 23rd and Tamarind and a second new station somewhe re JiSr' 1..'
Lake Avenue and Newark Street. This tentative program has been held in
abeyance pending the completion of plans for the development of the Westw·-lr d
Expansion Area, since the city realizes that adequate fire protection must ~~E.
provided to this new section of ·west Palm Beach.
It may be found desirable to choose other locations for the propose c'. ::-::..-.:
stations to provide adequate service to portions of the Westward Expansic..:-:
Area andt at the same time, serve the districts mentioned above as conte m ·plated. The sequence of construction of fire stations within the Westward
Expansion Area will naturally depend upon the development program within
the area. It is most important, however, that a fire station eventually be
constructed within or near the major business district. This would also
serve the nearby multiple dwelling as well as other proposed uses that have
the maximum need for fire protection. This central station, together with ~~he
others now being considered for the existing development, would probably
give adequate fire service fur the entire Westward Expansion Area - e spe c ially since a service radius of three miles is not excessive for single-fam::. ~~ 7
districts.
It will be necessary, of course, for the city to provide adequate police
protection for the W'estward Expansion A.rea. Patrol schedules and other
operating methods should be planned consistent with the high standard of
development envisioned within the expansion area. This will merely requh· ·-:'1
gradual expansion of the existing police departn~ent, but it may be necessa ::-~: ·
to establish a new police sub-station -within the new area, preferably near t~_ ..;
major business center.

Ad1nini strati on and lVIaintenance
As mentioned previously, the city should be responsible for the mainte n ance of parks - including the civic center - and landscaping along the boule -·
vards, etc. The administration of these improvements and their maintena r..~e
should be allocated to the city departments now handling such matters. Sir.:.c.~
the Westward Expansion Area will be developed to a high standard of construction, and property owners will be expected to maintain their premises
to a high standard, the city should carefully maintain pavements and landscaping within the Westward E xpansion Area.
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Zoning Regulations
Much of the project is now under the zoning regulations of West Palm
Beach. However, little of the present zoning has any reasonable relationship
to the proposed developm.ent of the area. l'.Jone of the area is now in an A''
Single-family District, yet much of the project should be used for this purpose.,
Few of the existing commercial districts conform to the location of the
proposed shopping centers., and there is far too much industrial zoning near
the Seaboard Railroad.
1 1

If the current zoning regulations are still in_effect when development of
the Vvestward Expansion Area is initiated, it 'v'ill be necessary to adjust tl H~
zoning on t~e. .2.reas first improved as closely as the .present r8gulations can b t.~
related to the proposed use. ·However, as long as the area remains under a
single owner ship, there would be little advantage in immediately changing t he
zoning for areas other than those where urban development is started.
The major need from the standpoint of zoning is a comprehensive
revision of the present West Palm Beach Crdinance. This is desirable not
only for the new area, but also to provide better protection for the existing
development.
Several single-family districts should be provided in a revised ordinance,
so that they could be related to the different sized lots proposed in the com.prehensive plan. The rnajor difference between these districts would be in the
minimum lot area. and yard regulations rather than in the use provisions.
A need for more than one single-family district undoubtedly exists in the
presently developed portions of the city. Diffe r ent types of multiple dwelling
districts will also be desirable, and it is particularly essential that provisions
be required for off-street parking - gener a lly similar to those in the present
ordinance. lViodern regulations should als o be provided for both neighborhood
and 1najor shopping districts, particularly to assure ample off-street parking
and adequate leading and unloading facilities.
Whenever a revised zoning ordinance is prepared, the several districts
can be closely adjusted to the proposed development plan of the Vvestward
Expansion Area. However, since actual development will occur over a long
period, it should be understood that the early zoning, other than for areas
where actual urban improvements are started, rr1ay be subject to some
changes v;hen the time for development arrives. An alternate method (which
not require detailed con1prehensive zonjng in the near future) would be to
include much of the area in a semi-rural zone", where minimum lot areas
of one acre or more would be required, and then to re-zone various parts of
this section as they become ready for development.
11

There is one matter that is only indire ctly related to zoning, but has a
major influence upon the entir e development. This is the matter of assessed
valuation, particularly of the un impr oved l and. If t.he city should place a high
valuation upon such land, it would r r) g_uir e substantial tax payments by the
holding company and this would undoubte dly restrict its future potentialitieso
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Even after the area is filled, it will require few or no public expenditures for
services or maintenance until it is improved for urban use. Consequently~
until the improvement is actually initiated in the individual neighborhoods~
the vacant property should have a very low assessment - preferably no
higher than at pre sent.
Deed Restrictions
The imposition of deed restrictions upon the land and lots within new
subdivisions has proven to be a most desirable and effective method of protecting urban development, especially residential property. Such restriction .:.
are needed to supplement even the most modern zoning regulations, for sinc e.
zoning is a public regulatory measure, it should not be as detailed in its
controls as an agreement between seller and purchaser.
Court decisions have upheld the use of deed restrictions in principle~ bu·~
they have indicated some limitations that should be observed in preparing
new restrictions. For example, the courts have held that, because of changing
conditions, deed restrictions cannot continue indefinitely_,. H owever, this ca_1
be overcome by providing a normal period of duration in the original instrument and automatic continuation for shorter periods. A further limitation
imposed by court decisions is that legal measures cannot be utilized to
enforce racial restrictions. The potential advantages that can be obtained
from the many other provisions of deed restrictions far outweigh the few
limitations.
Sound deed restrictions should be imposed upon much, if not all, of the
property within the \Nestward Expansion Area. Even proper restrictions
within the industrial area are not unreasonable, and certain restrictions are
most de sir able in shopping centers. It is net; however, practicable or sound
to draft deed restrictions nov1 that apply to the entire project. Many years
will be required to complete the development, and some adjustments and
variations may prove desirable in the proposed comprehensive plan. Also,
the development of the entire area will be neither encouraged nor facilitated
if the pre sent owners impose detailed restrictions upon the area. Instead, it
is the company that assumes financial responsibility for dredging and filling
the area that should impose the restrictions, and such restrictions should be
imposed by neighborhoods or major use areas only as they are ready for
develo pment.
It is expected that the entire -w estward Expansion A.rea will eventually be
within the c orporate limits of Vve st P alm Beach, a.11d thus its development will
be controlled a nd protected by municipal regula tions. Howeve r, it is only
reasonable that the present owners of the area, particularly the West P alm
Beach Water Company, should desire assurance th at any holding or improvement company will impose proper restrictions upon each neighborhood or
section as it becomes ready for development. It is r e con1mended, therefore,
that the title be transferred by the pre sent owners with a minin1um ofre strictiJn
but with thorough safeguards and an understanding that the basic principles cf
the proposed plans will be followed, and that modern deed restrictions will t e
imposed as actu a l urban development occurs. Since unexpected conditions and
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trends may arise before the area is entirely developed, it is recommended
that the present Committee of Engineers be designated as the responsible
agency for approving any variations from the general plan or the proposed
standards, as well as for approving the type and details of deed restrictions.
Basic Type of Restrictions
The following is a brief discussion of some of the more in1portant types
of regulations that should be included in the restrictions.
Uses. In residential areas, the future use of lots can be restricted to
appropr1ate purposes and even certain semi-public uses can be prevented in
some of the more valuable residential areas. A limiting of uses is also
possible in shopping and industrial districts, especially to prevent or control
uses that might be objectionable in areas reserved strictly for shopping
centers.
Intensity of Uses. These include provisions to prevent future resubdivi~
sion of lots, requ1rements for adequate open yard spaces around each structure, and maxin1um building heights. They can contain more detail than the
zoning regulations. Cf particular importance is the possibility of requiring
a minimum size (usually floor area) for residential buildings, which size
should vary in the different neighborhoods.
Neighborhood Associations. A.ctive participation by all property owners
in a strong ne1ghborhood organ1zation has long been recognized as the most
effective tneans of protecting the character and value of residential development - especially of single-family residences. The restrictions should
create such property owners' organizations in each major neighborhood,
describe their powers and responsibilities, and provide for their administration. They can be extremely useful in encouraging proper repair and
maintenance of individual homes and in abating nuisances.
Administration and Duration. The officers of the neighborhood association are the logical ones to enforce the deed restrictions. :However, the
developer of the neighborhood may wish to r e tain some or all of such control
until a substantial amount of the property has been sold.
The normal practice is for the restrictions to be initially imposed for a
period of about 20 years, with provision that they will be automatically
extended for additional periods of 10 years each unless a Inajority of the
property owners decide to vary or abandon them at the end of any period.

SUGGESTED TYPE AND STANDARDSOFIMPROVEMENTS
Grading, Dredging and Storm Drainage
The proposed plan for the development of the Westward Expansion Area
provides for sound locations and relationships of the many types of land uses
needed in the project. The other major factors that will affect the desirability and continued value of this large area are the types and standards of the
many improvements that are needed to establish and maintain fine, modern
development. The area must first be dredged, filled and graded so that it is
satisfactory for urban use and then a water system, sewers, streets, and
other essential facilities must be designed and constructed in accordance
with good modern standards. The following is a discussion of the principles
and standards recommended for the development of these necessary improvements and facilities.
General Character of the Area
The area to be developed is typical of the coastal fringe of the Everglades, consisting of alternating fine sand and muck areas, overlying the
Pamlico formation. The sand is generally fine (approximately 0.2 5 millimeters and less grain size) and is stabilized by vegetation. Muck deposits
are generally in low areas and are from zero to ten feet deep. A long narrow
strip lying between the Seaboard H.ailway and the lakes is typical coastal
ridge and sand dune. A.t the pre sent time, practically all storm water falling
\Vithin the tract drains into the lakes, outletting to the north from the upper
tip of Mangonia through a swamp and thence under 45th Street extended. An
emergency outlet at the south end of Clear Lake discharges through a culvert
in Okeechobee Road and into the canal system of the Lake "\North Drainage
District, ultimately reaching the \Vest P alrn Beach Canal. The area has very
flat slopes and averages approximately 14 feet above sea level.
General Criteria
In the de signing of this area for sub-division and future urban development, certain basic factors must be recognized. A satisfactory plan of
development depends on a solution which meets, within the limits of economy,
the following basic considerations:
The lakes are now, and will be in the final development, terminal
storage for the water supply system serving V/est P alrn Beach and Palm
Beach. Therefore, it is essential to protect the lakes from surface
water contamination originating in developed areas adjacent thereto.
Contamination can be prevented by keeping storm water, running over the
land, from entering the lakes by construction of a perilneter levee completely surrounding each of the lakes and the interconnecting canal
between them, Protection from contamination will be further assured by
an adequate surface water drainage system with rapid conveyance of
surplus water to outlets of sufficient capacity to carry away the runoff.
The most logical course for storm runoff frorn this area is to the north,
discharging through Canal 17, to be constructed under the Central and
Southern Florida Flood Control Program, into the Earman River.
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A small amount of storm drainage will have to be conveyed from areas
east and south of Clear· Lake through the existing culvert under C.keechobee Road.
Since the lakes are to be water supply reservoirs, it is desirable to
provide raaximum terminal storage consistent with filling and grading
requirements of the area. It is also essential that structures for control
and conveyance of fresh water from Loxahatchee Marsh into the lake
system be constructed in this program.
In the interest of attracting private capital for financing the development of this land, it is essential to create the greatest area of usable
land and develop this land for each specific use at minilnum cost.
Detailed Criteria and Plan for IVIuck Areas
In studying the development of this area, careful consideration was first
given to the large amount of muck soil existing therein. The accompanying
Plate 11 indicates the principle muck depths and locations. The total quanti-·
ties of muck in the area are as follows:
0 to 2 ft. depth
2 to 4 ft. depth

deeper than 4 ft.
Total

1,042,000 cu. yd.
2,962,000 cu. yd.
3,341,000 cu. yd.
7,345,000 cu. yd.

If this entire quantity of muck were to be excavated and replaced by sand
material, it is fairly evident that the cost of such an operation would be prohibitive, since 14,690,000 cubic yards of material would have to be moved to
restore the ground even to present levels. A. large portion of the 7,345;000
cubic yards of muck would have to be disposed of off the site. Accordingly,
studies were made to reduce muck handling to a minimum quantity consistent
with site conditions and land use in the program. After studying the relationship of land use to muck deposits and the cost of removal, the following
criteria for foundations on muck were established:
1. Areas occupied by single family dwellings: 3 feet of muck or less on
the surface, 2 feet of muck under a 4 foot covering sand fill and 3 feet of n1uck
under a 5 foot sand fill need not be removed and requires no special foundation treatment after settlement of fill. (Sand fill to be made originally higher
than the finished grade by 50% of the muck depth.) Muck deeper than 3 feet
on the surface must be removed.

2. Areas occupied by multiple-family two story building: 3 feet of muck
on the surface need not be removed. Any muck lenses 2 feet or more in
thickness from 3 to 10 feet below the surface should be removed or piling
foundations used.
3. Areas occupied by commercial buildings~ schools and other large
structures: 4 feet of muck on the surface need not be removed, since the

''

Table Number 3

SUMMARY OF QUANTITIES INVOLVED ·
IN DREDGING AND FILLING CPERATICNS
Westward Expansion Area

Muck Quantities
0-2' thick
Total muck in area
Required to be ren1oved
and replaced

2'-4' thick

Over 4' thick

Total
( Cu •.Yds.)

11042,000

2,962,000

3,341,000

7,345,000

423,000

1,144,000

1,635,000

3,202,000

Dredging and Filling Quantities
Cu.Yds.

Excavation
Muck removal
Muck overage (sand)
Material in lakes
J\/faterial in p onds
Material in canals

3,202,000
650,000
11,597,000
645,000
700,000
16,794,000

Less muck shrinkage and
loss, 40o/o to 50o/o

1,428,000

Net available excavation
Fill
Muck replacement
Levee fill
Land fill

3,852,000
1,302,000
10,212,000
15,366,000

Total Dredging
Total land excavation

16,094,000
700,000

- 52 foundations of these buildings would go that deep in any event. Muck deeper
than 4 feet should be removed. It is believed that the cost of constructing
pier or piling foundations under commercial type buildings would be less
than cost of removal of muck. Local engineers and contractors familiar with
construction on muck and sand lands concur with the above criteria.
In preparing the general plan for the area, every opportunity was used to
designate muck areas for drainage facilities, parks, playgrounds and school
and semi-public areas, thus eliminating the necessity for removal of a large
quantity of muck. The final quantities of muck to be removed principally by
dredging are:
0 to 2 ft. depth
2 to 4 ft. depth
deeper than 4 ft.

Total

423,000 cu. yds.
1, 144,000 cu. yds.
1,63 5,000 cu. yds.
3,202,000 cu. yds.

'T'he quantity of muck recommended for removal is the minimum which
will balance quantities and produce an area meeting drainage criteria and
satisfactory for foundations. In those areas where muck is allowed to remc.i.t:l,
removal will be necessary in conjunction with excavation of sewer, water a ':". ri
gas line trenches and preparation of pavement sub-grades. Such operations
are customary in this area and construction costs of these operations will !1o t
be unduly increased.
Much study was given tc determining the most inexpensive method of
disposing of excavated muck. There is a limited market for muck and mucksand mixtures for spreading on land, lawns and landscaped areas. However,
it is believed that the quantities involved in this project are too large to
warrant conside ration of these comn1ercial outlets. vv·hen muck is redeposited
in depths of 3 or 4 feet above ground water line, it dries out, reduces in
volume by 40o/o to 50o/o, becomes combustible and subject to reduction to ash
by burning. Studies have revealed, however, that muck from the dredge discharge may be placed on top of sand areas to a depth (when wet) of 12 inches,
and there be allowed to drain, dry out and work itself into the sand soil, thus
improving the soil for later grassing or planting. Areas selected for spoiling
of muck in this manner will be those areas scheduled for last development
and use. A muck cover of 6 inces or less over sand-filled areas or a mixture
of sand and muck will produc e a de sir able soil which 1nay be developed and
used as soon as dredge water drains away.
The accompanying table No. 3 shows the quantities of dredging and filling
according to type proposed for the \!Vestward Expansion Area. Principal
elevations, slopes and dimensions established are:
Top elevations of lake levees - 18.0 ft. above mean sea level
Normal operating level of lake - 14.5 ft. above mean sea level
Limit of bottom dredging - 2.0 ft. below mean ~ea. level.
Freeboard - 3.5 ft.
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Lake depth - 16.5 ft.
Crown width of levees - 20 ft.
Slope of levee - (lake side) 1 on 2 5
Slope of levee - (shore side) As required to meet finished grades
Niinimum finished grade - 15.0 ft. above mean sea level
Maximum finished grade for filled ground - 17.5 ft. above mean sea
level
Minimum controlled level in ponds and canals - 13.5 ft. above mean
sea level
The accompanying Plate 12 graphically shows the amount of muck that
will be removed from the major areas, the general locations where it will be
deposited and the total quantities of fill required in major sections to assure
the necessary elevations.
Equipment Required for Earthwork and Dredging Program
All of the land operations required to be performed during the progran1
can be accomplished with conventional drag lines, bulldozers and similar
equipment new in extensive use throughout the area. The dredge, because o-':
the nature of the operation, must be special equipment which is not norma] l=..available along the coastal area but is of the type frequently used for large
scale inland earthmoving projects. The hull is sectional to facilitate dismantling and moving overland for re-erection. The dredge must have a CC. J?""..city of between 500,000 and 750,000 cubic yards of material per 22 day montr.:
pumping against discharge distances from 2,000 to a r.aaximum of 10,000 feet
without appreciable loss of efficiency. The discharge line should be 27 incl:lec.
or larger to permit this quantity to be pumped the required distance. Sinc 3 it
is expected that no rock will be encountered in the dredging operations, ·sa:.1C
type cutters may be used. A. dredge meeting the above requirements can
operate in a 60 foot cut width, dredging to a minimurn depth of 9 feet below
water level with reduced efficiency and operate with maximum efficiency
between a 12 and 20 foot depth. Hull dilnensions should not exceed 42 feet
beam by 122 feet long.
Dredging and Filling Procedure
The principal operations involved in the dredging and filling program are
listed below without r eference to the sequence of starting since a number of
the operations are overlappin g. The time schedule on the dredging .operation
is covered in a iollowing section of this report.
1. Using land equipment~ cut a temporary water feed canal from the
northwest corner of the site to the west shore line of Clear Lake, utilizing the
approximate ditch alignment of the proposed super-highway. Connect this
temporary feed canal to the pre sent feed canal from Loxahatchee rv'Iar sh to
Lake Mangonia. Block the flow of fresh water into Lake Iv1angonia.

2. Using land equipment, cut a new water feed canal on the quarter section
line of Section 6 extending from the Lake Ni angonia shore to the existing feed
canal at a point approximately 3/4 of a mile west of lVIilitary Trail. This
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canal should have sufficient cross section to deliver ample water for future
requirements. Canal will be provided with levees on both sides to protect
the water flowing therein from surface contamination, and with temporary
structures to permit raising the level of Lake Mangonia to elevation 16.0feet
during dredging operations as outline in 4 below.
3. Using land equipment, dig the main drainage canal throughout the
north-south length of the tract through the ponds, digging a pilot canal to
permit flotation of the dredge into the ponds and the main section of the cana:.
Connect this canal with the culvert under 45th Street extended, for removal
of surplus storm water during construction and later connection to Canal 1 7
of the Flood Control District Program. A temporary control structure
should be provided in this canal at its nearest point to the shore of Lake
Mangonia to create a sump for pumping water from dredging operations back
to Lake Mangonia.
4. Erect the dredge in Clear Lake, float it to the inter-connecting channel, commence dredging and provide a temporary levee along the north
shore of Clear Lake extending northward on the west side of Lake Mangonia
to 45th Street~ said levee outlining the area from which muck is to be
removed. This temporary levee will retain enough water so that Lake Ma·~l
gonia can be raised to elevation 16.0 feet during muck dredging operations,
thus permitting the 2 7 -inch dredge to remove thin lenses of muck with a
minimum overage of sand cutting.
5. Upon completion of the temporary levee and the raising of Lake M &Yl···
gonia to elevation 16.0 feet, the dredge should proceed to remove the muck
east of the interconnecting channel and Lake Mangonia and west of the
Seaboard R 8 ilroad. This 1nuck will be pun1ped to Section 7 and 18 in the
westerly portion of the development tract in approximately 12 -inch layers
over the sand, A considerable quantity of muck can be disposed of by spoiling
it to a depth of not over one foot on the sand ridge lying between the muck
area and Lake l\IIangonia extending north to 45th Street.
6. Following removal of muck in the eastern area,the dredge should
return to Lake Mangonia, replace the volume formerly occupied by muck with
sand, fill the area to finished grades and construct the levee along the east
shore of Lake Mangonia, thus making available approximately 600 acres for
development early in the program. The dredge should then proceed to the
west side of Mangonia, pump out the rer.aaining muck adjacent to the shores
and extending to the north lirrlit of the tract, disposing of it on the sand areas
in the northwest corner of the tract.
7. Following removal of all the muck, the dredge can return to Lake
Mangonia. With the lake leve 1 lower-ed to 14ifeet above mean sea leve 1, sand
will be pumped from Lake Mangonia to complete the levee and the filling of
all lands north and west of Lake Mangonia including the area between the
lakes.
8. The dredge can then proceed through the interconnecting channel and
complete the dredging of Clear Lake and the filling of lands around the lake

l.
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including the Clear Lake levee.
9. The dredge can then cut into the main drainage canal and comple~e
the ponds and the principal canal~ following which operation, it may be dlsmantled and removed from the site.
It should be noted here that a considerable portion of the land fill must
be laid out in very thin layers, the fill over most of the western area. averag ing less than 2 feet thick. It is not essential that the dredging operations
level the entire area to exact finished grades., since the final leveling carJ. :·e
accomplished by developers of small individual tracts of land. The fill arcc.
resulting from the dredging willpe a series of low ridges and shallow valle:ls
so arranged as to permit storm waters to drain into the main canal systen1.
Adequate material will be provided in each portion of the tract of land for
later completion of the finished grading when the areas are developed.
Stockpiles will be provided at convenient locations to eliminate the need for
later hauling of fill material when the land is brought to final grade.

Site Grading
Final site grades for the purpose of this report were established to cc·~·'· ·
vey w·ater overland in accordance with the criteria developed for the stor· ..:;~
drainage system. Grades were further related to the existing topography
and the levels e st::Wlished for lake operation and water control. Lake opera.··
ting levels wore established at 14t feet above mean sea level, since this
elevation !s well related to the operation of the present water treatment J:::i~-~.: ·.i..
Tho top of levee was established at elevation 18.0 feet in order to conforn ..
, .- to existing grades of the pre sent water treatment plant site and to minimize
the total quantity of fill required. Establishment of these levels creates a
freeboard of 3!feet. This freeboard is adequate for the conditions which w:iLt
exist. An inquiry concerning the adequacy of freeboard for wind-tide and
wave action resulted in the fo~lowing comments by the Corps of 2ngineers.
''The maximum wind tide will be along the north- south axis of Lake
Mangonia (2.5 mile fetch) and will be 1.6 feet for a wind velocity of 150 1niles
per hour, with a corresponding lowering of the lake level at the opposite end
of the lake. The fetch of two and one-half miles, in view of its proportion to
the depth of the lake~ \Vill undoubtedly be the limiting factor and wave action
will not be serious. The duration of winds along the principal axis should be
small enough to dispel any worries of do.nger from waves with the available
levee mass. Ercsion r11ay occur but not enough to breach such a massive
levee.''
It was necessary to establish the lake bottom at 2 feet below mean sea
level in order to obtain sufficient fill material to complete the site grading
without appreciably encroaching on the existing land area. The two lakes,
thus created, will provide terminal storage {at an operating level of 14t
feet above mean sea level) of 4 billion gallons, representing 333 days of
water use at the average daily 1950 demand and 160 days water use at the
estimated daily average 197 5 demand. This is considerably in excess of
normal storage requirements for communities of this size.
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Minimum finished grade in the fill area is to be 15 feet above mean sea
level, and the maximum grade to which filling extends will be 17! feet above
mean sea level, except for the crown of the levees around the lakes which
was established at 18 feet above mean sea level.
Storm Water Drainage
The storm drainage system is designed for rapid removal of runoff
accumulated within the area. Surplus water originating within the area YiiE
be removed to the north through Canal 17 to the Central and Southern Flo::-- .;.ri "=
Flood Control Project. The only exception is that area south of First Stree ·~
around the eastern and southern shores of Clear Lake to a point on the ,~·esi:
shore approximately in line with Ckeechobee E,oad. This will drain southward
into existing drainage canals leading to the West Palm Beach Canal. Surpl:.1s
storm water originating in the developed area of the City of vVe st Palm Beach
between the Seaboard Railroad and the ere st of the coastal ridge will also be
handled in the storm drainage system. At the request of the County Engineer
of Palm Beach County, surplus waters along Military Trail will be conveyed
northward to approximately the south line of Section 6 on both sides of the
Trail and will then be removed through the storm drainage system.
The storm drainage system permits water levels to be controlled at c:
minimum of 13.5 feet above mean sea level throughout most of the area.
Control of water will be accornplished by the construction of spillways at
proper locations in the canal and pond system. Such controls will prevent
over-drainage of the land and will minimize seepage losses from the inlet
canal and the two lakes comprising the untreated water storage. Controls
are also de signed to permit rapid lowering of water levels in the ponds to
provide steeper grades for removal of storm water during maximum runo 4('.~ ~
This control of the water level will probably be by manual, rather than aut -:. ...
matic, means and can be adju$ted to the rainy and dry seasons.
The system contains a number of sub-canals providing adequate discharge
capacity into the main ca.nal and pond system, resulting in a reduction of the
quantity of underground ~. tc~:·m drainage pipe and a reduction in the pipe sizGs
required. The sub -canals v1 ill be laid out not only with regard to economy
and pipe requirements, but also with the object of obtaining the maximum
number of lots w:thin t~1e d8veloped area. Underground pipe will be used jn
commercial, civic, rentD.l, h0tel and rnotor court areas. In residential areas,
a system combining u.nd8rg:-:-ound pipe and canals with minimum pending in
gutter may be utilized ,
Intensity of rainfall wn.s extrapolated from the Yarnall curves developed
in Department of AgricuJ.tu:::-e lVIiscellaneous Publication No. 204. In view of
the fact that the time required for development of the entire area is expected
to exceed 2 5 years, during which time the coefficients of runoff will be
increased from 0.15 to 0.45 as construction progresses, it is considered
feasible to design the drainage system for a storm of 5-year frequency in
subordinate areas. The major canal works are, however, designed for a
storm of 2 5-year frequency, since the expenditure in construction will not be
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materially greater than that required for a storm of 5-year frequency.
Accordingly, the main canal system will be of adequate size to prevent general flooding of the area or of individual large tracts of land. When the
detailed de sign of the storm drainage system is completed at some time in the
future, maximum use should be made of the paved streets for removal of
runoff resulting from a 2 5-year frequency. The detailed de sign will involve
careful analysis of street grades and pavements with full use being made of
drop inlets wherever streets cross intersecting canals and at points adjac(;nt
to the ponds.
Coefficients of runoff use d in design were 90o/o for imperivous areas~
1 Oo/o for grassed areas and 15o/o for undeveloped, open or sandy areas. R·iu! ;,
off coefficients for the residential areas have been computed for the vari..J'_, :._.
lot sizes as follows: 50' X! 2 o' lots, 0. 54; 7 5' X 12 5' lots, 0.46; 1 00' X 1~0 lots, 0.45; 100' X 200' lots, 0.24.
The design capacities required in the major drainage canal were baserl
upon reductions in maximum storm intensity made in accordance with the
standard time intensity curves for the selected design storm. Allowance v·2.s
also made for computed concentration times within the system.
Consideration was given in the planning for improved 1nethods of oper a . ····
ing lake and marsh levels by constructing now feed channels and control
works. The layout finally adopted provides a practical method of providiD f.
uninterrupted water supply during dredging and earth moving operations.
\Vater in the lake being drecged will be returned to the lake wherever por- ~; ·
ble.
The accompanying pla~es, Numbers 13 and 14~ gr2.phically show the a;:-·p~i
cation of basic principles of storm water disposal in the ~N estward Expar! .s:.(JJ
A.rea, Plate 13 shows the general control elevations proposed for the enti.r...::
site., the general location a:::1d extent of the canals and ponds., and typical cress
sections of canals. A sketch of a typical control structure is also shown.
Plate 14 shows the prupo 3\?ri detailed grading and the plan for disposal of
storm water in a typica~ r~! fi.Llential neighborhood. This shows the length an.:l
size of underground pip0 ar.:i culver~s, the location of drain inlets and the
surface elevations in eac_J_ b:.o-:..lc

History and Descr·iption cf Existing Water System
The first water stip:u :;.y ~:..ystem in the area of the Palm Beaches was constructed in 1893., when L!:2 :Lr st section of the H.oyal :Poinciana Hotel was
build west of the site of •he present Breakers Hotel at Palm Beach. During
the first season of occupancy of the Royal Poincianna Hotel., the shallow wells
prov,ed inadequate as a source of supply, and the water drawn from this well
field became highly saline. A new source of water supply was located in
Clear Lake, and in 1894, a steam pump with an 8-inch discharge line across
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Lake Worth was constructed to supply the hotel. From 1,894 to 1909, the area
developed slowly, and consumers along the line were s-g;pplied with water
from this system at a nominal rate. The \Vest Palm Beach Water Compc,ny
was incorporated in 1908 and immediately took over the operation of this
existing water system. ,.f he gro\vth of this water system is indicated by th':!
data tabulated below, showing water consumption in mjllions of gallons pP- r
day, number of customers coi1nected and miles of water .': ~ains in the syst em:

Year

Daily V/ater
Consumption
(million gals.)

Customer
Connections

1920
1930
1940
1950

1.05
3.85
4.05
7.80

2,456
6, 798
7, 703
12,440

. ..

t

·.I

Miles of
Water Main
47.47
176.92
191.47
221.21

In view of the unsatisfactory experience with water supply base<;} on
shallow vtells along the Southea-st Coast of Florida, the West :?alm Beach
Vvater Company has continued to rely upon a supply of ·water from surfc.c e
runoff. A progressively increasing land acquisiti(>n prcgram was carrier: :'-1!.
by the \A/ater Company during the period from 1909 to 1 949. This land n c ::~ .L.
sition was necessary in order that the water sheds of Cle ar Lake and Lal:L
Mangonia might be protected against contamination. L a ter, v1ith the rapid
growth of population in the area of the Palm Beaches, the acquisition of
Loxahatchee Marsh Basin v.;as found to be necessary in order that the sy~ ;-- s_: :'.
might be expanded to meet the ever increasing demands made upon it.
Since the raw water in this system is obtained f:-:-om surface catchmc · ..
areas, the treatment problem is one of color and tas:e removal without
softening. Even in extremely dry periods, the hardness of the finished WC?.;:s !'
rarely exceeds 5 grains per gallon or 80 parts per n1illion and can be claE :dfied as a soft water suitable for normal domestic use. The present methcd
of treatment includes aeration_, coagulation with alum, chlorination before and
after filtration, and stabilization of the filtered water with lime to create b.
residual alkalinity. The treated water hn.s a color of about 7 parts per
million, hardness of
to 3 grains per gallon, is normally non-corrosive ar.Ld
does not create excessive scale formation in pipe lines. The bacterial
quality is excellent, the finish~d vvater having a coliform index considerably
below the minimum requirements of the State Board of Health and the American Public Health Association.

2t

The vVater System of the Future for the Palm Beaches
It is the intention of the \A/est Palm Beach \Vater Company to continue to
serve the area of the Palm Beaches with a system based upon surface
catchment areas for water supply. The soundness of this decision is emphasized by the relatively trouble-free e xperience of this system during the last
30 years. During that period, the cities of th~ lower East Coast of Florida
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whose water supply is based upon wells located along the coastal ridge, have
had recurring difficulties with gradually falling water tables and i ncreasi~g
contamination by salt wate r intrusion. E ven today, numerous communit ies
along the east coast are co:rnbatting the problem of salt water contain ir.a .. j :_;n.
of their water supply. The Central and Southern Florida Flood Cont:ro i.
Project promises great b e nefit in the field of water conservation f :)r an ·: -· 1·•
Central and Southern Florida. The construction of the works under thi s p:::- c -·
gram will produce important benefits to the water supply for the area of t he
Palm Beaches. For example, Canal C -18 will deliver water from a conside r ~
able area on the sand ridge west of the Seaboard Railroad into the Loxahatchee Niarsh Basin. In addition, the construction of Levee 8, followed by the
construction of a feeder canal running eastward from Levee 8 and about 4
miles north of Highway 80 1 can be made to provide a connecting canal from
Lake Okeechobee to the Loxahatchee 1\Aarsh Basin1 through which lake wate r
will flow into the Loxahatchee Marsh Basin when lake stages are high.
During periods of low lake stages, it will be necessary to resort to the use of
pumps to n1ove water from Lake Okeechobee to the east coast. With these
improvements in the water supply for the Palm Beaches, the adequacy of tr.J 3
supply for domestic and industrial pur poses appears to be assured for m2ny
years to come. Certainly, with a direct connectior.. to the second largest
inland lake in the United States, the quantity of wate r available to the syf'.t0::-"l
will meet any demands which may arise in the fores e e able future.
'f./hen the improvements proposed under this program are completed, tll~
quality of water delivered to the Palm Beaches will be materially improved/'
since the better terminal storage in Lake Mangonia and Clear Lake will
result in early deposition of sediment and the elimination of a considerable
amount of the color now acquired in these lakes. Dredging of these lakes
to an average depth of about 16' will likewise eliminate large evaporation a .:c-4
transpiration losses which now occur in the terminal storage reservoirs.
Planned Improvements to the Water System for the Immediate Future
The West P alm Beach Water Company proposes certain extensions and
additions to its storage and distribution system in the near future. A one
million gallon elevated stand-pipe is proposed to be constructed at a site on
48th Street and Terrace Drive. The extension of large water mains to conne~ ~t
this tank with the existing grid is also proposed. Four ground storage basin[,,
each with a three million gallon capacity, will be located on a tract within t!1.e
expansion area in the vicinity of 26th Street and the Seaboard Railroad. This
ground storage will be provided with high pressure service pumps to deliver
water into the distribution systezn,. as well as a low pressure feed line from
the existing wate :r· treatment plant. A site has been reserved in the layout
plan for the installation of future ground storage.. De sign of the system for
the expansion area has taken into consideration these proposed improvements
to the storage and distribution system now planned by the Water Cornpany.
Detailed Criteria for Westward E xpansion Area
1. Population calculations based on land utilization within the area to be
developed, indicate that a total population of 3 5,000 can be accommodated.
This increase in population, if realized within the next 25 or 30 years, is
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consistent with population forecasts and economic studies covered elsewhere
in this report. Provision should be made in the design of the water system
for an additional 5,000 population in those areas to the west and southwest of
the area under consideration in this report. The basis for de sign of the water
supply system is thus established at 40,000 persons in 1975 or 1980.

2. Studies of water use from the year 1920 to the present have established the average per capita daily use at 100 gallons exclusive of the sprinkling demand. In the future, per capita water use is not expected to increase
materially even though water consuming devices such as automatic dishwahsers, garbage disposal unit~ and automatic washing machines are coming
into greater use every year. This trend toward increased use of water-consuming household appliances is somewhat offset by the national trend toward
smaller families with fewer per sons per household.
3. Studies were made of figures on water consumption with relation to
rainfall taken from the records of the West Palm Beach V\1ater Company.
The arithmetical difference between the daily average for high pumpage
months and the daily average for low pumpage months when rainfall was
adequate to 1ninimize or eliminate lawn sprinkling, indicates an average
sprin;kling use of 1. 9 million gallons daily for an average population of
36,000. It is reasonable to assume that the sprinkling allowance in the expansion area will be 2t million gallons daily. Design flows are tabulated below:

40,000 population at 100 gpcd
Sprinkling allowance
Average daily demand
Maximum day, 140o/o of average day
Minimum day, 60o/o of average day

4,000,000
2,250,000
6,250,000
8, 750,000
3, 750,000

gpd
gpd
gpd
gpd
gpd

4. The standard of the National Board of Fire Underwriters indicates
that the following fire flow criteria must be utilized:
Residential areas - in single family and low density multiple areas~
space hydrants 500' apart, design for 1,000 gallons per minute (500 gal-lons from each of 2 adjacent hydrants not more than 500' apart).
For t acre tracts and areas assigned to large residences with spacious lots - space hydrants 500' apart, design for 500 gallons per minute
(250 gallons per minute from each of two adjacent hydrants).
For average and high density multiples and 2-story construction,
provide hydrants such that 3 adjacent hydrants can reach each building
\Vith not more than 500' of hose, design for 1,500 gallons per minute,
(500 gallons per minute from each of the three hydrants).
For school areas and areas containing public buildings - design for
1, 500 gallons per minute.
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For commercial and industrial areas - provide 4 hydrants at such
distance from the commercial area that 4 hoses not exceeding 500' in
length can reach each building, design for 2,000 gallons per minute
from the 4 hydrants.
For the civic area - de sign for 3, 000 gallons per minute .
The maximum flow for the entire area under simultaneous fire
conditions should be designed for 6,000 gallons per minute. Residual
pres sure s for any of the above conditions are to be not less than 2 0
pounds per square inch in the main at ground level. It can be seen tha t
domestic flows will govern in the design of the distribution grid.
5. Elevated storage of 1,000,000 gqllons with a high-water level of 14 0'
above mean sea level, located somewhere near the center of the tract and
close to the main shopping center, will provide adequate elevated storage fe r
the next 25 years. This takes into account the additional storage planned by
the Water Company described in an earlier paragraph.
6. In order to arrive at the cost estimates shown elsewhere in this
report, the steps listed below were followed:
A principal water grid network on the major streets was analyzed
by the Cross-Doland method of distributing flows in proportion to the
resistance. Calculations were made for various critical conditions, and
pipe sizes determined.
Detailed water-main layouts were made for typical neighborhoods
and costs were estimated.
These costs on an acreage bases, were applied to otha- like sections
within the area to be developed.
Sewage Collection and Treatment
Existing Sewage Collection and Treatlnent System
Currently, the large majority of the sewage originating within the Town
of Palm Beach and the City of Viest P alm Beach is disposed of in Lake
vVorth. Located within the area are a number of septic tanks and an extensive collection and outfall sewer system. None of the wastes are treated by
means other than septic tanks, and the effluent from these tanks is discharged
into sanitary sewers, storm sewers or sub-surface tile fields. The discharge
of septic and untreated wastes into Lake Vv' orth has created sluqge banks in
the vicinity of sewer outlets which are now extensive in area. These cause
unsightly conditions i n the lakes and undesirable odors during periods of
extremely low tide. As early as 192 5, municipal a uthorities considered the
possibility of constructing a comprehensive sewage collection and treatment
system for the area of the Palm Beaches. Numerous reports have been
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prepared by private engineering firms and by the State Board of Health concerning the pollution situation in Lake vVorth and recomn1ending various
methods of abatement. However, no definite plan of action has been agreed
upon until this year.
Late in 1950, the City of \Vest Palm Beach and the Town of Palm Beach
appointed a citizens committee to review past activities in connection with
sewage collection and disposal problems and to recommend a program of
action. The attorneys of both communities were authorized to prepare a bill
for introduction into the 1951 Legislature, permitting the creation of a
Sanitary District with authority to levy taxes for preliminary engineering
work in connection with a comprehensive sewage collection and disposal
plant .. The Sanitary District became law during Nfay, 1951. The Act require.:;
that a general election be held in the two communities during January of
1952, with a majority vote required to authorize the formation of the propo~8·1
Sanitary District. Until the outcome of this election is known, no further
action on this very important problem is fore seen.
Scope of Activities Included in this Report
With a potential increase in the population of West Palm Beach of some
3 5,000, it is imperative that positive action be taken toward construction of
sewage collection, treatment and disposal facilities to serve the future community. It is not within the scope of this report to recommend an overall
solution of the major sewage collection and treatment problem. Accordingly,
it will be confined to (1) recommending a plan for sewage collection for the
entire area which will conform to sound, modern sta.ndards and (2) recommending a definite plan to solve the proble1n of sewage collection and disposal
for the immediate future in the Expansion Area now under consideration, so
that the early development there may proceed.
The provision of sewage treatment facilities for an area of this size is
a community responsibility, and the cost thereof should not burden the developers of the property. No provision has been made, in the estimates contained in this report, to cover the cost of sewage treatn1ent and disposal for
the entire area. However, there is presented a means of disposal of ;wastes
originating in the area during early phases of the development program.
Design Criteria - Sewage Collection System
1. It is recommended that the sewage collection and pumping system be
designed on the basis of 125 gallons per capita per day with an infiltration
allowance of 50,000 gallons per mile of sewer per day.
2. Because of the very flat terrain in the expansion area and the high
ground-water conditions which will be maintained throughout this area, it is
recommended that the collection system be designed for minimum slopes
approved by the Bureau of Sanitary Engineering, Florida State Board of
Health. These grades are as follows:
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Size (inches)
8
10
12

15
18
21
24

Extreme Minimum
Slope (%)
0.30
0.22
0.18
0.14
0.11
0.096
0.08

3. Sewage lift stations should be located at strategic points to minimize
depth of cut for intercepting sewers leading to the lift stations. It is recommended that cuts for sanitary sewers be limited to a maximum of 12 feet
throughout the area to be developed. Peak capacity factors for design of wet
wells and pumps should conform to Southern Florida criteria. Design criteria include a retention time of 5 minutes in wet wells, and peak design for
pumping facilities of 3. 75 times the average flow should be observed.
4. Past experience throughout the lower East Coast of Florida indicates
that the - system should be designed to utilize vitrified clay pipe with artificial jointing materials in order to assure a tightly jointed sewage collection
system with minimum infiltration and minimum leakage of sewage.
Sewer Facilities Required During Early Stages of Development
In the section of this report outlining the recommended development
H has been indicated that a small area~ suitable for use as a public
housing project, could be made available within 90 days after the start of full
scale dredging operations and that an area lying between the two lakes and
east of Lake TVIangonia along the Seaboard Railroad, could be made available
within 6 to 9 months. Assuming that the development progresses at the contemplated rate and that housing construction is undertaken as land becomes
available~ it is essential that sewage collection facilities and a treatment and
outfall system be planned and constructed for use within 18 months of the
start of dredging, in order that it be available at the time of occupancy of the
first units. The initial sewerage program COl1Sists of the following:
program~

1. Construction of collection facilities, i.e., service mains and intercepters, within the area proper, at the expense of the developers.

2. A primary treatment plant to be located on the city-owned tract at
25th and the Seaboard tracks just north of the old abattoir and incinerator.
The plant should be designed for primary treatment with separate sludge
digestion and should be of adequate capacity to accommodate a population of
3,000 persons.
3. An outfall sewer from the treatment plant to convey the treated plant
effluent eastward, this would consist of a force main from the plant to the
crest of the ridge and a new gravity sewer along 23rd Street to Lake Worth.
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Existing sanitary sewers in this area are overloaded at the pre sent time and
will not accommodate the additional load imposed by the added population.
The collection system in the vicinity of 36th Street and the Seaboard
tracks and contained within the expansion area, can be de signed so as to
eliminate the present 36th Street lift station, and will, at the same time, permit collection of sewage from the sewers on 25th, 26th, 27th and 28th Streets.
These now terminate at the foot of 25th Street with no available outlet. This
phase should not be initiated until use of the overall collection and treatment
plan is definite.
The primary treatment plant, de scribed in paragraph 2, can be de signee
so that it may easily be converted into a lift station in the permanent system.
Ctherwise, the plant may be expanded if it proves economically feasible to
have more than one treatment plant in the overall system.
The estimated cost of the treatment plant and the 23rd Street outfall
sewer is $75,000, which cost should be borne by the City of West Palm Beac:b.. .
Overall Sewage Collection System
Plate 1 r/ is a layout plan of the entire area showing principal sewers and
lift stations. It should be noted that the layout selected provides for conveyance of the major portion of the sewage southward from the area, presuming
that a treatment plant will be located somewhere in that general direction.
Should detailed analysis in connection with the overall plan indicate that a
location other than this is desirable, the collection system for a large part of
the area could easily be redesigned providing for conveyance in another
direction. This redesigning would involve the :re-sizing of some truz:1k sewers,
but the overall cost ·of the system would not- be changed. Plate 17 arso shows
the collection system, the treatment plant and the outfall line recommended
for early construction to permit use of the area within the time schedule
outlined in the program.
Plate 18 shows the suggested detailed designs of collectors and lateral
sanitary sewers for a typical neighborhood.
Electric Power and

Distribution~

Telephone and Gas Service

During the development of the overall plan, conferences were held with
officials and engineers of the principal public utility companies now serving
the area of the Palm Beaches. Each utility group was given a layout plan for
study and was asked to comment concerning its ability to serve the Westward
Expansion Area as shown on the plan. The following is a summary of the
policies and plans of the various utilities for services to the expansion area.
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Electric Power and Distribution
The Florida Power and Light Company advised that its policy, with
respect to extension of service to future customers in an area of this magnitude~ is to provide service as rapidly as is possible and to connect with new
customers as the demand for service increases. This company further
advised that the expense of electric distribution lines, sub-stations, transformers and other facilities including overhead street lighting~ is borne by
the Florida Power and Light Company in return for the revenue derived
from the system. They indicated that no difficulty is anticipated in serving
the area immediately west of the Seaboard Railway from facilities now existing in Vi/ est Palm Beach. They recommend that the development program b P
undertaken progressively starting at the Seaboard right-of-way and progressing first westward, then to the northwest and southwest, as the growth of th ·~
community requires additional land area. The Power Company expressed
some concern with regard to the availability of materials if the program
should materialize during the present national emergency.
Telephone Service
The Southern Bell Telephone Company policy is to provide additional
telephone service where needed, as rapidly as can be accomplished by them,
subject to the availability of materials. They fore see no unusual difficulties
in providing the necessary telephone service for the entire area throughout
the life of the developn1ent project. They further foresee no difficulties
other than those of allocation of critical materials in supplying telephone
service for the immediate program. Joint use of poles, wherever practicable,
by the electric company and the telephone company would be expected.
Gas Service
The Florida Public Utilities Company, distributor of manufactured gas in
the area of the Palm Beaches~ states that it is well equipped to provide
service for the entire Westward Expansion Area. Its facilities can be extended as the project brings additional areas into development for sub-division
purposes. Existing gas mains running north and south near the Seaboard
Railroad right-of-way will facilitate rapid connection for those housing units
developed during the early stages of the project.
The problems involving electric, gas and telephone service will undoubtedly be met by the respective utility companies when the need for this service
arises. No unusual difficulties in providing utilities to serve adequately in
the Westward Expansion Area are now foreseen. Since th-:: facilities will be
provided by the respective companies, no general plan~~ showing their location and extent, have been prepared. It has been previously indicated, however,
that nearly all wires, except those placed underground, would be placed in
easements along the rear of lots. Gas mains will normally be placed in the
streets, where the right-of-way is entirely adequate to accommodate them.

,.
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Street Faving
Cross Sections
In any modern city, streets are among the most important facilities, and
it is essential that they be properly de signed and constructed to serve their

purpose - that of furnishing trufficways for the circulation of people, goods
and services. Within the expansion area, several different types of streets
will be required, each to serve a particular purpose. Plate 19 shows pro:- ·
posed cross sections of the several types of streets, the treatment of which
is related to the volume and types of traffic that should use them.
In keeping with the development standards established for this new area,
each major street should be improved with an eight inch base, two-course
asphaltic concrete surfacing, and a concrete curb and gutter. The wide local
streets (secondary major streets) and the minor streets will carry lighter
traffic and the surfacing can be placed on a six inch base. About one-third
of the wide local streets and all of the minor streets can be improved with a
''double seal'' surface treatment instead of asphaltic concrete surfacing.
Street gradients will be comparatively flat; hence, special attention must be
paid to the de sign and construction of curb and gutter in order to provide
maximum storm drainage capacity. Rolled curbs are proposed to eliminate
the need for cutting of curbs when private driveways are constructed. A
pavement width of 26 feet is entirely adequate to accommodate vehicular
movement and parking along minor streets. Furthermore, it will discourage
through movement and result in substantial economies.
During the initial stages of the development, the boulevards and the wide
north- south major street between Lake Man gonia and the Seaboard should be
improved to the full standard widths. In the interest of economy, however,
other arterial streets can be paved to a width of 40 feet initially, and pavements can later be extended to their full widths as the area develops and
traffic conditions warrant this widening. Wide local streets and minor
streets should be fully improved as the various neighborhoods are developed.
Sidewalks should be provided along all streets, except where the streets
bound the large parks or the golf course. Boulevard sections include an
eight-foot sidewalk along each side. Elsewhere a four foot width should be
sufficient except in the commercial districts. Wider walks will be required
there, but in some cases they may be within the commercial development
rather than along the bordering streets.
Street Connection to V,Jest F aln1 Beach
Plate 20 shows the suggested treatment of the two important east-west
connections between the Westward Expansion Area and the Palm Beaches.
The 7th Street-Flagler Bridge connection would follow Loftin Street
westward from the Flagler Bridge to North Poinsetta. In order to provide
adequate pavement widths and minimize traffic congestion at North Poinsetta.
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Loftin Street should be widened near North Poinsettia and the existing FEC
house track removed along the north side of Loftin Street. The intersection
at Loftin and North Poinsettia should be channelized. Probably traffic light
control will also be necessary. "\ATest of North Poinsettia, traffic would be
carried over the Florida East Coast wye track as well as the main line and
several sidings. The viaduct structure should provide for three traffic lanes
and a sidewalk in each direction. 'Nest of the FEC the viaduct would carry
traffic over Rosemary A.venue, thus leaving this important industrial street
open for north and south movements of traffic. The overhead structure would
end between Henrietta and Sapodilla Avenues. Henrietta Avenue would be
closed between 7th and 8th Streets.
\Vestward from the end of the viaduct, an alignment midway between 7th
and 8th Streets would be followed. Existing buildings between 7th and 8th
would be removed. The boulevard type street shown on Plate 19 would be
adapted to this location to provide a trafficway thrcugh this area in keeping
with the high standard followed eastv:ard from the superhighway through the
VVestward Expansion Area. Seventh Street and Eighth Street would be retained
for local traffic circulation. Sapodilla and Douglas Streets would afford
access to the boulevard. Division Street would not cross the boulevard but
would end at 7th Street on the south and 8th Street on the north.
There would be a grade separation structure carrying the boulevard
roadways over Ta1narind Avenue and the Seaboard Airline Railway. This
structure would be of the same design as the viaduct over the Florida East
Coast Railroad.
Also shown on Plate 20 is the proposed structure to carry 15th Street
over the Seaboard Airline Railway. This viaduct would have two traffic
lanes and a sidewalk in each direction. To avoid encroaching on the
Roosevelt School grounds, it will be necessary to widen 15th Street on the
south side, between Tamarind Avenue and the Seaboard Airline Railway.
V/here the 7th Street and 15th Street boulevards cross the relocated
fresh water and between Clear Lake and Lake Mangonia, it will be ne~e s sary
to elevate tho roadways to about elevation 22.0 to provide sufficient clearance
under the bridges for the operation of canal maintenance equipment.
Improvement of Schools, Parks and Public Areas
The proposed plan for the development of the v~-estward Expansion Area
makes adequate provisions for a modern system of schools, parks and public
areas. These sites and tracts should be improved to a high standard, as they
are needed to serve residential development. The appropriate public agencies, rather than the developers of the Westward Expansion Area, should be
responsible for the actual improv8ment of the~e public areas. For example,
tbe;City of West Palm Beach should be responsible for proper development
of all public parks, playgrounds and recreational areas proposed in the
project. Whether the city should pay for the vacant land when it takes title to
these sites is a matter that can be decided at a later date, but it is not an
unusual practice for developers to dedicate a park site to the proper public
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agency, in this instance,. the City of West Palm Beach. The increased value
of the residential property around a well developed and maintained park and
playground area more than offsets the cost of the vacant land that is dedicated
to the city.
The important requirement in the development of both the parks and the
schoolgrounds is that a careful plan first be prepared for each site. Then
development can bG gradually carried out as demand warrants. The preparation of detailed improvement plans is particularly essential for the large
recreation areas along the northern shore of Clear Lake.
The Palm Beach County School Board should be responsible for construction of the necessary public schools and improvernent of the school sites.
However,. since the school sites s8rve both as school and park grounds, the
School Board and the City of Vvest Palm Beach should share in financing the
improvement of these recreational facilities. \tVhether the School Board will
pay the developers for the land needed for school projects, can also be deter~·
mined at a later date, but it is a norrnal practice for school boards to pay
for the school property.
It is not practical at this time to determine definitely whether the golf
course should be developed as a public course or a private club. However,
the acquisition and improvement of this areas as a private, rather than as a
public, golf course should be €ncouraged, but with the understanding that it
would be available for tourist use during the winter season.
The semi-public areas such as church sites would logically be improved
by their respective owners, and it is only logical that the land within these
sites should be purchased from the develop8r.
Landscaping
Extensive plantings of trees, shrubs and lawns should be provided
throughout the project, especially since the Palm B~ach area is conducive to
the r~pid growth of many attractive tropical varictie s of plant life. The
landscaping of the public a reas is the responsibility of the appropriate public
agency, but the developers and private citizens should demand a high standard of landscape treatment in these are a s. It has also been recommended
that the West Palm Beach Water Company be responsible for the planting and
maintenance of the narrow strips around Lake Mangonia and Clear Lake.
This treatment alone· will have an important influence upon the appearance of
the entire project.
It is proposed that the developers plant street trees and shrubs along all
of the streets in the Westward Expansion P"-rea. The cost estimates for the
entire project have included an adequate amount for this purpose. Once the
trees are planted, however their protection and maintenance should be the
responsibility of the city. The proposed location of electric and telephone
wires, along the rear of the lots and underground in the more intensively
developed areas of the project, will result in a minimum of interference with
the street trees.
J

.-
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The major business district and neighborhood shopping centers should
also be attractively landscaped. In this warm climate, particularly during
the summer months, trees and palms in the parking lots will afford needed
shade and provide a very attractive appearance. The landscaping of these
areas should be the responsibility of the developers of the centers. It is very
de sir able that each shopping center be developed as a coordinated unit and
that the stores and shops be leased, rather than sold to individual owners.
In this way, the developer of the project can maintain a high standard of
planting and of proper maintenance and replacement.
The grounds of individual heme s should also be well planted and landscaped but this should be the responsibility of the home owners,. rather
than the developer. Active neighborhood associations can be particularly
useful in assuring that the homes in individual neighborhoods will be attract··
ively planted and maintained.
Interrelationship of the Westward Expansion Area and
Construction Programs of the Federal, State and Local Governments
In th8 average American city, one would expect a development of this
size and character to involve only the normal problems of extending streets
and other public areas and utility , services in accordance with the plans and
accommodations heretofore de scribed. However, the future growth and
character of the project area will be vitally affected by improvement programs of other governmental agencies. Among the more important of these
are: First, the area is located within -the Central and Southern Florida Flood
Control District and is directly effE:cted by at least three major projects
contemplated by that agency. Second, the area will be traversed from north
to south by the proposed express or superhighway \Vhich will be of major
importance to it as well as to the entire Palin Beach area. This is the
responsibility of the State and Federal I-Iighway Agencies. Finally, a new local
district is necessary to provide for the collection and treatment of sanitary
sewage.
The Central and Southern Florida Flood Control Projects include the
construction of two new canals which directly affect this development. C ne
of these, de signated C -17, will serve as the improved drainage outlet for
Lake Mangonia and will receive all storm runoff from the area to be developed
under this program. Without Canal C-17, Lake Mangonia will have no adequate outlet for high stag0 regulation. V/ithout Canal C -1 7, the storm drainage system required for this development will not function properly.
The other ne\\' canal, C-18, will provide for diversion of surplus water
from the east slope of the sand ridge west of Loxahatchee IVIarsh Basin into
that basin. The effect of this canal on the West Palm Beach Water Company• S·
system will be equivalent to adding many square .miles to the tributary
drainage area. This increase in quantity of water available to the system
must be made at the same time that the westward development is getting
underway~ Cnly in this manner can the loss of 3, 700 acres tributary to Clear
Lake and Lake Mangonia be offset to assure the adequacy of the water supply
for the Palm Beaches during construction and for the immediate future.
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The Central and Southern Florida Flood Control Project also includes a
long levee, designated L-8, extending from the east shore of Lake Okeechobee
generally southeastward to 2U Nlile Bend on the West Palm Beach Canal.
This levee and its accompanying borrow canal will divert flood wate rs from
Hungryland Slough southward into the Palm Beach County Conservation area.
Whe n L-8 levee and canal are complete, it will be possible to divert water
from Lake Okeechobee to 20 Mile Bend on the West Palm Beach Canal. By
the construction of an east-west canal about 4 miles north of State Highway 8D;
the L-8 canal can be connected to the Loxahatchee Marsh Basin thus creating
a means of delivering water from Lake 0 keechobee into the Marsh Basin fo r
use in augmenting the supply. already available to the water system serving
the area of the Pabn Beaches.
The road construction problems involve coordination with Palm Beach
County, the State Road Department and the Public Roads Administration. N0t
only must the superhighway be constructed on an alignment provided by the
County and approved by other interested agencies, but adequate traffic inte:. . ..
change facilities must also be included in the plan of development in orde r
that direct access to the superhighway will be made available to the residerr:·s
of the entire area. Further, the more important connecting highways betwee:-1
the expressway and existing urban development should be financed by the
three agencies and should be constructed at an early date.
The need for coordinated community action in providing an adequate
syste1n for collecting and treating sanitary sewage in both the existing urban
development and the project area was discussed in this section. The existance
of all of these interrelated proble ms serves to further emphasize the need for
continuing the guidance furnished by the Committee of Engineers representing
Palm Beach County, the Town of Palm Beach, the City of West Palm Beach,
the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District, and the West Palm
Beach Water Cornpany. This Committee should continue to function in an
advisory capacity throughout the life of this development program for the
necessary coordination can b e st be achieved only through such an agency.
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COST ESTIMATES AND PRCPGSED PRCGRAM
Cost Estimates
Estimates of cost for a project of this magnitude must be considered a ~
preliminary only. While the unit prices have been carefully assembled frotn a
number of independent and reliable .sources and represent the best current
data, the actual unit prices pertaining during different stages of the development may vary considerably. Every effort was made, however, to assure that
the overall total costs as tabulated herein would be conservative and reasonah:e.
V/hile the type of design was selected that would assure maximum economies ,
there was no lowering of desirable modern standards.
The indicated construction cost for developing the Vvestward Expansio:J
Area to the point where the area will be ready for the construction of home s )
commercial buildings, schools, public and semi-public structures, etc.; is
$13,275,000, divided as follows:
L' redging and earthwork
Storm drainage system & structures
Vvater Distribution system within
neighborhood areas
Sanitary sewers & lift stations
Street lighting
Street paving, curbing & wa lks
Bridges
L andscaping
Sub Total
Contingencies & engineering
Total

$ 2)115,000
970~000

983,000
1,678,000
112,000
4,980,000
505,000
182,000
$11,525,000
1, 750,000
$13,275,000

The above estimates do not include the cost of the land within the Westward Expansion P~ rea. The ar8a to be developed contains a total of 5,300 acres
of which ~ 1 190.43 acres are in the lakes,ponds and canals. L f this amount, the
West Palm Beach Water Con1pany and the City of ¥lest Palm Beach own or
control 5,003 acres. The balance is held under various ownerships. In order
to provide the necessary streets~ drainage facilities, sewerage collection system and other utility services, properties not now owned or controlled by the
sponsors should be acquired or definite agreements obtained from the owners
to as sura complete and unified development.
The development of the area will provide increased and well protected
water storage facilities forth~ Vv"est Palm Beach Water Company. This will
also be of great benefit to the City of West Palm Beach, the Town of Palm

,
~
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Beach and any other communities served by the Water Company. The development of the area will also benefit the City of West Palm Beach through
increased tax revenues derived from the improved areas and in helping to
solve some of its current problems.
Because of these many benefits, the lands currently owned by the city and
the Water Company could be made available to the developers at a low price
or at no cost whatsoever. The present assessed valuation of the Water Com.·
pany' s holdings is $82,362.
Following are brief com1nents on each of the items in the preceding
of construction costs.

li s~

·Dredgfhgand E arthwork includes the movement of 16,144,000 cubic ya~ 4::
of material by dredging and 700,000 cubic yards by land equipment. The qur\rJ. 1~··
ities of muck and sand are shown in Table 3. The dredging and earthwork
program is shown grapically on P late 12. The proposed sequency of operat i ·=-~
is discussed earlier in this report. Costs are based on average current pr i~ ·::·~:
of twelve cents per cubic yard for dredging and twenty-fice cents per cubic
yard for land excavation.

Storm Drainage includes all underground pipe drains, inlets and catch
basins, p1pe culverts and the necessary structures along canals for control of
the water levels in the canal system. Bridges carrying streets across the
canals are included elsev1here in the estimate. Maximum advantage is taken of.
curb and gutter capacities for carrying storm water flows. Pipe culverts are
used to carry many of the smaller canals under the streets.
Water Distribution System within Neighborhood Areas. This item
includes only the local serv1ce ma1ns W1tlun the ne1ghborhooa areas. While this
item is shown as a development charge, it is expected that the Water Company.:
will refund all or portions of this cost as development occurs and the Water
Company receives revenue therefrom.
It is contemplated that the We st Palm Beach Water Company will provide
the major water distribution system as shown on Plate 15. This would include
all mains larger than 6 -inch diameter, the elevated storage tank to be located
in the vicinity of the major shopping center in the Vvestward Expansion Area
and all fire hydrants irrespective of their location. The cost of these items
to the Water Company is estimated at $1,002,000. An additional cost to the
Water Company would be the ground storage in the vicinity of 26th Street and
the Seaboard, and larger water main extensions east of the Seaboard Railway.

Sanitary Se wers and Lift Stations. This estimate includes the sanitary
sewage collect1on system w1th1n the Westward Expansion Area and the necessary lift stations. The estimate does not include the cost of the sewage treatment plant proposed just north of 23rd Street nor the proposed outfall sewer to
the east. This small treatment plant and the outfall should be constructed by
the City of West Palm Beach. The estimated cost would be approximately
$75,000.
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Street Lighting. This includes only the cost to the developers for the
instaliat1on of underground lighting service cable and lighting standards along
the major streets, and within the rental area, civic center and the major com mercial area. All other street lighting would be an overhead system and the
utility would install this at no cost to the developers.
Street Paving, Curbing and Walks. This estimate includes paving, c~rb
and gutter, and s1dewalks on all m1nor and wide local streets; the north- sc1 ' h
arterial street between Lake Mangonia and the Seaboard Railway; the initial
paving to a width of 40 feet on other arterials; and the full improvement of t::_0
boulevard streets, except the boulevard extended between the superhighway
and 7th Street in Vvest Palm Beach. The improvement of this important st r e e ~.
should be the responsibility of public agencies including the state and feder a 1.
governments. Likewise, the cost of grade separation structures over the
superhighway and the Seaboard Railway is not included.
Bridges. This item includes the estimated costs of the bridges nece f f ::·--:/
to carry streets across the water supply and storm drainage canals.
L andscaping includes street trees and planting along all streets within the
Westward Expans1on Area.
Since the Westward Expansion Area contains 4,109 acres of land, the
preceding estimates indicate a development cost of $3,230 per gross acre a:r"'d
$6,220 per acre of land which is to be used for private and semi-public development. He wever, in a project of this magnitude, per acre development co s~ s
can be somewhat misleading since there will be many different uses of the l ~nd
after its improvement.
Under present market conditions, fully improved commercial property
would have a minimum sale value of $10,000 per acre; hotel sites, $7,500 per
acre; industrial and semi-public tracts, $3,500 to $4,000 per acre; motel and
trailer locations should average $5,000 per acre, and the golf course tract
probably $1,000 per acre. The total revenue from sales of these properties
would be approxin1ately $2,263.,000, leaving a net development cost of some
$11,012 ,vOO, chargeable to residential areas.
Under existing market conditions, sections to be used for multi-family
residential purposes should have a minimum sale value of $6,000 per acre or
a total value of $2,748,000, leaving a development cost of $8,264,000 for the
single-family areas. The plan provides approximately 7,365 lots for singlefamily use and thus the estir.aated development cost would be $1,120 per lot.
There will naturally be considerable variation in the prices of the single-family
lots depending upon size and location. This data reveals, however, that the
project is financially sound and, even with the additional items of carrying and
sales charges and profit, the lots should successf\llly compete with existing
development.

'
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T he preceeding s e ction revea led that the estimated improvement cost s
within the area would provide reasonably priced lots and land which would be
served by a high, modern standard of urban improvementsand utilities. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the project will attract adequate capitcJ
to assure that it v1ill be carried out over a long period. It is further assurn~d
that canals C-17 and C~18 will be under construction by the time that mos'r. : t
the land is available for urban development since these projects have been
recommended by the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District. ~ :~:s
following program is recommended as the order in which the improvements
should be prosecuted:
Step 1
As soon as the temporary water feed canal is in operation and the ret ::~:>-:
ing levee around the muck areas completed, dredging of muck should be st a-r ~:,:-·
in the area between the two lakes, from the Seaboard Railroad westward, ar~. -:~
between Lake Mangonia and the railroad. ¥ Then this muck is removed, the
dredge should replace it with enough sand to provide for the proposed final
elevations over this entire area. It is estima~ed that between five and six
months of dredging will be required to make this tract, containing 497 acres,
available for urban development. However, in the early part of this operation.:
the muck can be removed over a 20 to 30 acre tract immediately west of the
railroad, and south of 15th Street extended, and sand from the ridge lying
immediately west of this small tract can be used to replace this muck. Thu =.:.
within 90 days after dredging has started, this small but adequate area will b '?
available for the construction of a housing project.
Step 2
¥ Then the dredge is operating in the area northwest of Clear Lake, begi!l
construction of sewers, storm water drains, street paving and other facilities
and utilities in the area that was dredged and filled in Step 1. These improvements should move v1e stward from the railroad and thus permit a logical extension of the existing facilities. One of the early improvements in this phase will
be the construction of the sanitary sewer from the initial housing project
northward to an Imhoff tank to be east of the Seaboard Railway just north of
23rd Street. The storm water drains can be temporarily discharged into the
area west of the connecting canal between the two lakes.
This 497 acre area contains residential sections that will be occupied by
both races. It contains 24 9 single -family lots for white occupancy, 3 52 singlefamily lots for colored occupancy, and a net area of 154.2 acres for colored
multiple dwellings. At a density of twelve dwelling units per acreJ this multiple dwelling area would accommodate 1.,850 families.
Step 3
As soon as sand fill can be placed along the right-of-way, the main highway should be constructed between 7th f::treet and Okeechobee Road at Congress.
This should be done even if the express highway has not been completed through

- 75the project. It would provide a neGded and important entry to the city and also
give access to the airport. Since it will become the main access road betwe en
the expressway and the Palm Beaches, this construction should be financed ::)~ "
the State and Federal highway funds. It should be possible to initiate this
construction within one year after dredging operations begin.
Step 4
The area should then continue to be filled with sand and the ultimate
· dredging of the two lakes completed. This will make areas available for tl e
installation of surface and sub~ surface improvements and utilities at the r ., -:-;
of approximately 400 acres per month. The location and speed of extendin ~;
these improvements will depend solely upon the demands of the local markei ~: ~
but two major factors should be consistently adhered to. One is that the · .· ·
improvements be extended progressively ouhvard, rather than to jump large
intervening open areas, in order to secure maximum econon1ie s. The other i .~
that the improvements should be extended by stages, through neighborhood ::;
that will give a maximum variety in types of residential deve lopments.
Step 5
The final phase of the improvement is to remove the material from thA
canals and ponds and to equip the canals with the necessary control facilities.
The entire remainiag area can then be developed as demand and conditions
warrant. Under normal conditions, probably 25 to 30 years will elapse befor \'"
the entire Westward Expansion A.rea is completely developed and occupied.

